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Executive summary

e.

Executive summary

The food and agriculture sector is integral to
the social and economic prosperity of the Cape
York, Torres Strait and Gulf region in Far North
Queensland. Greater autonomy in food production
will bring increased food security for the region,
improving affordability and access to fresh
food; new employment, training and educational
opportunities; and improved health and wellbeing.

Five food production typologies and potential
crop types have been identified as suitable to take
forward in the region - native forest production
(native honey); soil based horticulture (field crop
rotation); on shore aquaculture (algae farming);
off-shore aquaculture (seaweed production); and
hydroponic horticulture (leafy greens). All can be
implemented at small, medium and large scale.

Agriculture already plays a key role in the economy
of the region, with particular strengths including
cattle grazing, horticulture, aquaculture, and
commercial and recreational fishing. However, it is
acknowledged that agricultural related activities and
projects can be difficult due to complex land tenure
arrangements, Native Title restrictions, legislation
restricting land clearing, variable soil quality, limited
access to markets, freight costs, water security
issues and difficulties attracting and retaining
suitably qualified staff.

Three potential pilot projects have been identified:

The timing is right to explore larger scale fresh food
production across the region, leveraging existing
agriculture enterprises, collaborative partnerships,
paradigm shifts in agriculture technology, and new
infrastructure investment.
The potential to scale up successful food production
activities in the region presents a range of economic
opportunities. Australia’s growing food agenda
and continued urbanisation drives the need for
increased food production – and regional areas
will be largely responsible for this. It also presents
social and environmental benefits associated
land management, carbon capture and storage,
sustainable water management, waste reduction and
improving relationships between urban and regional
and remote communities. Regional growth and
economic development can be realised by clustering
mutually beneficial and enabling opportunities.

Summary
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• Hope Vale – soil-based horticulture, rotating crops
such as peanuts, corn, sweet potato, pineapples
and high value crops such as vanilla and cocoa
• Napranum – hydroponic system with a focus on
producing leafy greens
• Weipa - hydroponic system, with a focus on
leafy greens
Additional, longer-term opportunities have been
identified for Thursday Island, Mornington Island,
the wider Western Cape and Cooktown.
Implementing food production systems at small
scale is recommended initially to generate first hand
practical experience that will provide local insights
and lessons to enable larger scale food production
systems to prosper in the future. As experience and
production grows further, high value products may
be produced in quantities that can be exported from
the region to Australian and international markets.
Long term success of all the food production systems
relies on the availability of a core group of skilled
operators within the local community. Regular
training activities are important to encourage
sharing of knowledge and continuous improvement
of the local operators of the food production
systems. Collaboration with research organisations
provide opportunity to combine high-level
technical knowledge with local insights to identify
specific opportunities for medium and large scale
production in the local context with regard to climate
environment, native title and management of land
and sea country.
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1.

1.0
Introduction

The Cape York, Torres Strait and Gulf region
(hereon referred to as the Cape, Torres and Gulf
region) in Far North Queensland covers an area of
approximately 130,000km2 and is home to around
28,000 people, 65.7 per cent of whom are Aboriginal
or Torres Strait Islander1. Cape York is the largest
unspoiled peninsula in northern Australia, which is
bordered on three sides by the ocean, with its tip
being the northernmost point on the Australian
continent. The Torres Strait Islands are a group
of at least 274 islands which lie in the Torres
Strait – a total of 18 which are inhabited. The Gulf
includes Mornington Island, which is in the Gulf of
Carpentaria, and the largest of 22 islands that form
the Wellesley Islands group.
Agriculture plays a key role in the economy of the
Cape, Torres and Gulf region with more than half
of the Cape York peninsula’s land mass occupied
by cattle grazing2. Horticulture, aquaculture and

The Cape, Torres and Gulf Opportunities Plan4
identifies agricultural ventures – including the
development of a network of food production hubs
– as a key building block to becoming recognised
as a resilient region, reducing reliance on imported
fresh food.
In recognition of the opportunities for food
production in the region, the Torres Cape Indigenous
Council Alliance Inc. (TCICA) commissioned Arup
to carry out an investigation into potential food
production locations and forms across the Cape,
Torres and Gulf region. An increased focus on food
production in the region, including new production
areas, has the opportunity to bring many benefits to
the people and economy – improving affordability
and access to fresh food, bringing new employment
opportunities and improving general health and
wellbeing.

commercial and recreational fishing are also key
enterprises within the region, however, there is
very limited fresh food production. Food is largely
imported from outside the region, and is therefore
costly – particularly fresh food. Outside of the
peninsula, agricultural activity is limited, and the
proportion of employment in agriculture across the
region is relatively low (3.7 per cent for the whole
region, and 4.7 per cent for Cape York)3.

1

TCICA. (2021). Torres Cape Indigenous Council Alliance Inc. Accessed from: https://tcica.com.

2

Cape York Regional Plan. (2014). Queensland Department of State Development, Infrastructure and Planning (now known as Department of State Development,
Manufacturing, Infrastructure and Planning

3
4

ABS (2016). GCP Local Government Areas for QLD, Table G53.
Arup. (2019). Cape, Torres and Gulf Opportunities Plan. Prepared for Torres Cape Indigenous Council Alliance.
Accessed: https://tcica.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/191220-opportunities-plan_final-issue-compressed.pdf
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1.1
Structure of this report

This report outlines the opportunities for food
production across the Cape, Torres and Gulf region,
identifying potential forms of, and suitable locations
for, food production across the region.
This report is structured as follows:
• Section 2 – details the benefits of food production
in the region
• Section 3 – details the approach to identifying
the potential forms and sites across the region,
including information on the limitations of
this study
• Section 4 – details key considerations,
opportunities and challenges associated with
food production in the region
• Section 5 – identifies potential food production
types and forms for the region
• Section 6 – identifies suitable sites for food
production in the region, including priority sites
for short-medium term action
• Section 7 – identifies potential funding and
patrnerships
• Section 8 - summary and next steps for the
identified priority sites

Introduction
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1.2
Torres Cape Indigenous Council Alliance Inc (TCICA)

TCICA is a regional organisation of councils
representing 13 local government areas (LGAs) in the
Cape, Torres and Gulf region, including the following
councils:
• Aurukun Shire Council
• Cook Shire Council
• Hope Vale Aboriginal Shire Council
• Kowanyama Aboriginal Shire Council
• Lockhart River Aboriginal Shire Council
• Mapoon Aboriginal Shire Council
• Mornington Shire Council
• Napranum Aboriginal Shire Council
• Northern Peninsula Area Regional Council
• Pormpuraaw Aboriginal Shire Council
• Torres Shire Council
• Weipa Town Authority
• Wujal Wujal Aboriginal Shire Council
TCICA operate as a collaborative partnership of
councils to represent the common interests of local
governing bodies within the region.

10
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2.

2.1
Local opportunity

Wujal Wujal’s Vanilla Bean Project.
Agriculture is integral to the social and economic
prosperity of the Cape, Torres and Gulf region.
The recent COVID-19 pandemic highlighted the
importance of food security and resilience in
remote communities, with access to affordable
fresh food produce necessary to ‘level up’
inequalities between remote and Indigenous
communities compared with those in the city.
Greater food production in the region will provide
greater access to fresher produce and reduce the
cost of food, influencing health outcomes, and
providing the opportunity for more employment
pathways, including training and upskilling.
The timing is right to explore larger scale fresh food
production across the region, leveraging existing
agriculture enterprises5, collaborative partnerships,
paradigm shifts in agriculture technology, and
new infrastructure investment. The sealing of the
Peninsula Development Road (PDR), in particular, is a
major drawcard for the region reducing travel times
across the Cape and enabling more efficient freight
movements. This is evidenced through current
agricultural ventures in the region, including the
Lakeland Irrigation Scheme in the southern part of
the region, CSIRO’s research into extensive prawn
farming opportunities on the western Cape and the

5 	

Lakeland Irrigation Scheme
The Lakeland Irrigation Scheme is located in
the southern part of the region, across an
area with deep basalt soils. It addresses water
security and availability for agriculture. It
enables growing of higher value and more
diverse range of crops and has helped to
improve confidence in investment in long
term business operations. The busines case for
the scheme was supported by a range of soil
and crop analysis in the Lakeland basin.

Existing agriculture enterprises include cattle grazing, horticulture (bananas, sorghum, corn, legumes, melons
and tropical fruit), aquaculture, and commercial and recreational fishing

12

The current environment enables the opportunity
to overcome some of the previous challenges
associated with agricultural related activities and
projects including extreme weather events, variable
soil quality, freight costs and water security issues.
It also brings a fresh approach and willingness to
navigate other challenges such as complex land
tenure arrangements, native title considerations,
legislation restricting land clearing, limited access
to markets, and difficulties attracting and retaining
suitably qualified staff.

TCICA Food Production Study

Wujal Wujal Vanilla Bean Project
The Wujal Wujal Vanilla Bean Project is a
partnership facilitated by the Department
of Tourism Innovation and Sport between
Indigenous Australia Corporation (AIC), Wujal
Wujal Council and Wujal Wujal Community, The
vision is the grow 12,000kg of vanilla beans for
the global market, positioning themselves as a
world leader, delivering quality produce grown
in the Works Heritage Listed Daintree National
Park. The project has involved consultation and
engagement with Traditional Owners, council
and the general community. Cuttings were
supplied from Yarrabah, which were growth by
Elder Percy Neal who operates his own vanilla
bean busines. The delivery of 100 cuttings and
planting of the first cutting occurred in 20196.

Wujal Wujal Vanilla7

6

Indigital Media (2019). Wujal Wujal Vanilla Bean Project.
Accessed from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGYkkmf9IWM

7

Indigital Media (2019). Wujal Wujal Vanilla Bean Project.
Accessed from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGYkkmf9IWM
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2.2
Local benefits

The lack of fresh food produced in the Cape, Torres
and Gulf region impacts on its communities’
resilience and health. Fresh fruit and vegetables are
currently imported to the region, and are therefore
costly. Further, by the time the food reaches the
remote communities, its’ quality and nutritional
value is compromised. Problems with transportation,
for example, arising from severe weather conditions
mean that at times, there is no, or very limited access
to fresh food.
There is a well-documented gap in the health
outcomes between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
people. In 2015-2017, the life expectancy for
Indigenous males and females was 71.6 and 75.6
years respectively; in comparison, the life expectancy
for non-Indigenous males and females was 80.2 and
83.4 years respectively8. Three leading drivers of the

Health and Wellbeing Queensland (HWQld) are
actively addressing food security in the region and
have referred to severe deficiencies in iron in the
Aboriginal communities (particularly in children
and women) and diabetes in the Torres Strait
communities. This would indicate the need for foods
that are high in iron and prompt investigation into
potential food production that could meet this need
(e.g. seafood and dark leafy greens).
In addition to providing for nutritional food for
communities, food production in the region can
support good community nutrition and good
security through supporting people to spend time
in traditional food activities, passing on knowledge
around traditional foods, and for the community
having control over their food system (including
traditional foods)9.

life expectancy gap between Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islanders and other Queenslanders, which
altogether explain over half of the gap are:
• Cardiovascular disease – an estimated 21 per cent
of the gap for males and females
• Cancers – an estimated 20 per cent of the gap for
males and 18 per cent for females
• Diabetes – an estimated 13 per cent of the gap for
males and 18 per cent for females
While there are other contributing factors, diet and
nutrition are a key influencing factor.

8

Australian Government (2020). Closing the Gap 2020: Life expectancy. Accessed on 14 December 2020 from
https://ctgreport.niaa.gov.au/life-expectancy

9

Menzies School of Health Research (2014). Good Food Planning Tool. Accessed on 14 December 2020 from
https://www.menzies.edu.au/page/Resources/Good_food_planning_tool/
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2.3
Regional opportunity

O
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New technologies can bring both incremental
and transformational change – and in the case of
the Cape, Torres and Gulf region, investment in
alternative forms of agriculture, through use of
technology, can maximise opportunities for regional
employment, business development and indigenous
landholders.
The opportunity for scalability of food production
activities in the region is great with Australia’s
growing food agenda and continued urbanisation
driving the need for increased food production.
Regional areas will be largely responsible for
producing food for a growing population.
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The economic opportunity associated with
agriculture and food production is great, with rising
demand for food and some products being highly
valuable in export markets. The potential to scale
up successful food production activities in the
Cape, Torres and Gulf region presents an economic
opportunity for the region. It also presents huge
social and environmental benefits associated with
land management, carbon capture and storage,
sustainable water management, waste reduction and
improving relationships between urban and regional
and remote communities.
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3.0
Approach

3.1
Identifying appropriate forms of
food production

Appropriate forms of, and locations for, food
production were identified based on spatial
analysis, consultation with stakeholders, and advice
from agricultural specialists. There are several
considerations which affect the suitability of a site
for agricultural activities and further considerations
which affect the viability of food production forms.
Some site characteristics (e.g. land tenure and
environmental constraints) may mean that any
agricultural activity would be inappropriate for the
site. However, other site characteristics (e.g. soil
type, micro-climate) may mean that whilst some
forms of agricultural production may not be suitable,
other forms may be able to be accommodated.
Further, local interest and support for food
production activities may differ across the region.

Potential food production forms (typologies) were
identified at the onset of the project through a quick
brainstorming session between the project team.
Five different food production typologies relevant to
this study were identified, researched and discussed
further with stakeholders:
• Native forest production systems
• Soil based horticulture systems
• On-shore aquaculture systems
• Offshore aquaculture systems
• Hydroponic systems

As such, the investigation into potential locations
and typologies required an iterative process. The
following describes the approach taken to identify
food production opportunities across the region.

These typologies were sensed-checked alongside
the site identification process with councils
and specialists to verify the suitability of these
typologies for the emerging potential locations and
where required, propose alternative, more suitable
forms of food production.
Subsequent to the identification of the potential
food production locations and five typologies,
further information for each typology was
established. With consideration to the identified
sites, relevant information (e.g. site area
requirements, energy requirements, etc) was
established for each typology. A case study relevant
to each of the five typologies was developed, to
demonstrate successful application of the typology.
Refer to section 5 for more details.

Approach
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3.2
Identifying potential sites for food production

Step
1: R
e

A three-step process was undertaken to identify the
land most suitable for potential food production.
This process is summarised in Figure 1.

e
fin

study area
Considerations:
Land tenure,
Environmental and
heritage constraints,
Proximity to urban
centres.

Figure 1: SITE IDENTIFICATION PROCESS

Step 1: Refining the study area

Given the vast study area which encompasses the entire
Cape, Torres and Gulf region, the first step was to refine
the study area by identifying and eliminating areas
unsuitable or less desirable for food production. Spatial
constraints (e.g. land tenure, environmental and heritage
features) were identified and mapped to remove highly
constrained areas from further consideration.
A multi-step sieve approach was undertaken using
geographic information system (GIS) to apply the criteria
listed in Table 1. Applying this criteria helped to eliminate
areas from further consideration and identify a ‘search
area’ to allow for the analysis and identification of
potential sites for food production.

20
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Table 1: CRITERIA FOR THE INITIAL GIS SPATIAL
ANALYSIS TO IDENTIFY THE SEARCH AREA
Consideration

Criteria

Land tenure – to avoid
land where tenure is
likely to inhibit the
development of a food
production facility

Freehold, Deed of Grant in
Trust (DOGIT), and Aboriginal
freehold land are the
preferred tenure types. All
land subject to other tenure
types are excluded from
further consideration

Off-shore areas to
include areas that may
be suitable for offshore aquaculture

A 5km buffer area from all
suitable land tenure types,
but excluding areas within
the Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park subject to protection,
was used to include off-shore
areas in the search area

Environmental and
heritage constraints –
to avoid areas subject
to environmental
protection and policy

Protected areas (e.g.
national parks) and areas
containing maters of state
environmental significance
(MSES) or maters of national
environmental significance
(MNES) are to be avoided.
This includes Queensland or
National heritage, the QLD
floral trigger area, some but
not all wetland protection
areas, Great Barrier Reef
marine park zones and
MSES layers

Proximity to Urban
Centres and Localities
(UCLs) – to highlight
focus areas around
towns and the
infrastructure and
workforce associated
with the towns

Buffers at the 5 km, 10km and
20km distance were created
so that site selection stage
could be completed with a
higher prioritisation for sites
near urban clusters

s
3:
P

te

Considerations:
Land use zoning,
Natural hazards,
Access to infrastructure.

Step 2: Identifying potential sties

Once the search area was defined, additional spatial
analysis of constraints and opportunities was carried
out to identify potential sites in and around each of the
towns. This was based on the following considerations:
• Land use zoning – to focus on zones where food
production could be accommodated (e.g. nonresidential zones)
• Natural hazards – to avoid areas prone to natural
hazards. Areas subject to the following natural
hazards are to be avoided:
› Bushfire hazard areas (very high and high potential
bushfire intensity)
› Flood hazard areas10
› Erosion prone areas
› Storm tide inundation
• Access and proximity to roads and other transport
infrastructure such as airports and ports/jetties –
to focus on locations where movement of goods,
equipment and food could be more easily achieved

Step

e

otential si

Step 2
: Id

n

yp
tif

es
ty sit
i
r
rio
Considerations:
Community and council
readiness,
Existing infrastructure,
Labour force,
Overall benefit to
community and region.

Step 3: Prioritising sites

Sites were prioritised having regard to community
and council readiness, existing infrastructure, labour
force, and overall benefit to community and region,
and with regards to the food production typology and
crops proposed for the site. These considerations were
informed by discussions with stakeholders
(e.g. local councils, state agencies such as Department
of Agriculture and Fisheries) and specialist advice
from Farmacist.

The potential sites identified through this spatial
analysis provided a basis to engage with councils and
stakeholders (refer to section 3.3). The criteria applied in
refining the search area and identifying potential sites
may not necessarily ‘rule out’ sites for food production.
However, it formed a basis to guiding conversations
with councils and stakeholders in identifying food
production opportunities. The potential sites were
discussed with local councils and other stakeholders
for their suitability for food production. In some
instances, discussions with councils resulted in
the identification of other, more suitable sites.

10

State-wide flood mapping only
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3.3
Stakeholder engagement

The study involved engagement with representatives
from most of the TCICA councils11. Discussions
covered a range of different topics to ensure a
holistic understanding of the regions circumstances
and the potential sites were identified. The main
topics discussed included:
• Feedback on identified sites (opportunities and
constraints)
• Unidentified opportunities and sites
• Indigenous Land Use Agreements (ILUAs) and
other additional native title considerations
• Typologies – what is possible or preferred
• Council eagerness/ readiness for deployment
• Community eagerness/ support for food
production
• Access to resources (workforce, water, energy and
infrastructure)
• Freight and transport

22
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In addition to the councils, discussions were had with
a range of stakeholders with experience operating in
the region or with technical knowledge or research
in food production forms. Stakeholders included,
for example, various state government agencies,
CSIRO, SeaSwift and Cape York Land Council. In
total 25 representatives of 13 organisations (in
addition to the councils) were engaged. A full list of
stakeholders consulted is provided in Appendix A.
The stakeholder engagement process explored
and identified the challenges and opportunities in
the region, potential food production typologies,
site identification and additional longer-term
opportunities. This is documented throughout
this report.

3.4
Limitations

The study was predominantly based on publicly
available data, with the exception of land tenure.
The following datasets were used in the site
selection process:
• Land tenure - supplied by the Department of
Natural Resources and Mines (August 2020)
• Great Barrier Reef coast marine park zoning –
Department of Environment and Science
(March 2009)
• Great Barrier Reef wetland protection area –
Department of Environment and Science
(March 2020)
• Flora survey trigger map – high-risk areas,
Department of Environment and Science
(2019, v 7.1)
• Matters of State Significance – Department of
Environment and Science (June 2019), including:
• Erosion Prone Areas - Department of Environment
and Science (October 2016, v.6)
• Queensland Heritage Register – Department of
Environment and Science (July 2007, v.6.13)
• Bushfire prone Area, Cape York – Queensland Fire
and Emergency Services (September 2014, v.10)
• Storm tide (medium and high) hazard – Department
of Environment and Science (July 2015)
• Urban centres and localities – Australian Bureau of
Statistics (2016)
• Minor runway and taxiways Queensland –
Department of Natural Resources, Mines and
Energy (July 2015)
• Airports, Queensland – Department of Natural
Resources, Mines and Energy (July 2015)
• Baseline roads and tracks, Queensland –
Department of Natural Resources, Mines and
Energy (June 2019)

The site identification process sought to identify
the most appropriate sites with regards to the
matters outlined in section 3.2, however, the
following is noted:
• Negotiations with landowners are still required
• Approvals and permits should be identified, and
where necessary obtained, with the relevant
local government and commonwealth/state
government agencies

Approach
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4.0
Key considerations

4.1
Native title rights

The following sections detail key challenges and
opportunities that need to be considered for food
production in the region. It touches on all elements
of the supply chain including the production,
processing, distribution, consumption and disposal,
noting that the success of food production in the
region will rely heavily on the successful operation of
all elements in the food supply chain.

The land and sea are an essential part of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people’s beliefs and culture
and relate strongly to their identity. Different groups
are the custodians of different land and stories
about particular land and sea scapes. As such, the
land and sea in the region is subject to complex
tenure arrangements and rights.
The tenure of land across the region is comprised
predominantly of leasehold (including Aboriginal
leasehold), freehold (including Aboriginal
freehold), and nature conservation reserve. Various
arrangements relating to indigenous land and
native title rights, along with mechanisms such as
ILUAs, DOGITs, and the concept of town areas and
outstations present a complex framework to the
administration of land in the region.
Native title is the recognition of the Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people’s traditional rights and
interests in land and waters held under traditional
law and custom. However, legal conditions on native
title limit the ability of indigenous and other land
owners to leverage their land assets, for example
selling their land, borrowing against their land, or
undertaking development without affecting their
existing rights. As native title rights are generally
held communally, this also impacts on viability of
individual home ownership.
Native title can be held alongside other types of land
tenure or may be held exclusively (e.g. Crown land,
subject to native title rights and pastoral lease) and
multiple parties to negotiate with. Those interested
in investing in land where native title applies need
to follow the statutory process set out in the Native
Title Act 1993 that protects the rights of native title
holders and their interests in the land and negotiate
appropriate access arrangement.

26
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This, together with the Commonwealth and State
Government legislative frameworks that apply to
the governance and development of land in the
region can be complex for land owners and potential
investors to navigate. There is often a lack of clarity
of what land is subject to native title and who
needs to be negotiated with, and lack of capacity to
confidently and effectively negotiate.
Dealing with land subject to native title claims
and native title negotiations can be a long and
lengthy process, and certainty is only established
once there is a determination over an area and/or
specific rights. This hinders the ability to plan for
and develop land subject to native title claims. Once
a claim is determined, a native title corporation is
registered and is made responsible for representing
native title holders in decisions over their land.
For a food production activity to proceed over
Aboriginal freehold land, a lease will need to be
established and negotiated with the land owner(s)
of the site(s), with potential lessees considered.
Discussions with stakeholders indicate that there is
likely to be differing experiences across the region in
negotiations with Traditional Owners.

12

This would be linked to the capacities of the
prescribed body corporates (PBCs), their relationship
with councils, and the potential conditions
associated with agreements. This also impacts on
confidence of potential investors and viability of
projects. However, there are many opportunities
in developing partnerships with Traditional Owner
groups for food production, including economic
development, profit sharing, development of
Traditional Owner led businesses, increased
employment rates, and the application and sharing
of traditional knowledge.
The Queensland Biodiscovery Act 2014 sets out
obligations and a code of practice for use of
traditional knowledge12. There is an obligation to
take all reasonable and practical measures to ensure
the person or business does not use the traditional
knowledge for biodiscovery other than under an
agreement with the custodians of the knowledge13.
Any food production development which utilises
traditional knowledge (e.g. native production systems,
bush tucker and medicine) are to be pursued in
agreement with the custodians of the knowledge
and land in question. Additionally, the traditional
knowledge code of practice must be complied with
when utilising traditional knowledge14.

Queensland Government (2004). Biodiscovery Act 2004, Part 2A. Accessed on 9 February 2021 from
https://www.legislation.qld.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/act-2004-019#pt.2A

13

Ibid

14

Ibid
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4.2
Weather

Food production in the Cape, Torres and Gulf
region is highly influenced by extreme weather
events, including heavy rainfall, bushfires and
tropical cyclone systems. This has been seen in past
agricultural endeavours such as the 80 hectare
banana plantation in Hope Vale which was destroyed
by tropical cyclone Ita in 2014 and then again by
cyclone Nathan in 2015. Other impacts include
damage to machinery and also of livestock from
flooding as an effect of Cyclone Trevor in 2019.
New technology advancements in more affordable
and sustainable energy and water supply for food
production (such as hydroponics) make it possible to
explore alternatives to traditional agricultural methods.

This creates a huge opportunity for the region
to invest in new methods which enable food
production to occur without heightened risk of
destruction from extreme weather events. A good
example of this is cyclone resistant greenhouses
or different growing techniques, including use of
cyclone resistant trellising or those that can be laid
down in times of cyclones.
Careful site planning and design can also help to
alleviate impacts from weather. These may include
simple measures such as planting of trees to provide
other crops with protection from strong winds or
direct sun.

Hope Vale Banana Plantation15
The Hope Vale Banana Plantation was established
in 2012, with 16,800 banana plants across 20
hectares and supporting 302 mega-litre irrigation
dam. The banana plantation grew to cover 80
hectares by 2014, providing 40 full time jobs and
casual work for a number of locals.
The project was initiated through the Hope Vale
Aboriginal Shire Council and Dole Australia Pty
Ltd, with support from both the Australian and
Queensland governments.
The banana planation opened up new
opportunities and created generational change
for the kids of Hope Vale, with some of the
younger employees keen to work longer hours.
Members of the community said that the banana
farm was the best thing that ever happened to
Hope Vale.

15

Australian Government, National Indigenous Australians Agency. (2014). Hope Vale goes bananas. Accessed from:
https://www.indigenous.gov.au/hope-vale-goes-bananas
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4.3
Soil

Friable, fertile well drained soil is the foundation
of soil based food production methods, with the
soil providing crops with their source of water and
nutrients. Fertility and ongoing productivity is
maintained through the addition of fertiliser, crop
rotation, fallow periods and the input of organic
materials such as crop residues and compost.
Where friable fertile well drained soil is unavailable
other methods such as grazing, hydroponics,
aquaculture as well as fishing can be utilised to meet
local community food production needs.

Some of Cape York’s communities, such as Hopevale,
Cooktown and Lakeland have relatively large areas of
friable well drained soil that can support commercial
soil based agriculture.
Other communities such as Lockhart, Weipa,
Napranum, the NPA and islands in the Torres Strait
are more limited in the availability of land suitable
for traditional soil based agriculture. In these
communities a diversified food production system
based on permaculture gardens, hydroponics and
aquaculture provides a potential long term solution
for local food production.

Key consideration for food production in the region
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4.4
Biosecurity

Biosecurity presents an ongoing challenge to
successful deployment of food production activities
in the region, with exotic pests, diseases and weeds
having the ability to impact plant and animal
production systems. It relates directly to food safety,
the conservation of the environment (including
biodiversity) and sustainability of agriculture.
The Northern Peninsula Area and the Torres Strait
Islands play a key role in protecting the region’s
biosecurity. The northern islands of the Torres Strait
are in close proximity to Papua New Guinea, and the
traditional movement and trade between Papua New
Guinea and the Torres Strait allowed under and the
Torres Strait Treaty 1985 presents a potential for
exotic pests, weeds and diseases to enter Australia
via the Torres Strait. However, this risk is managed
through the inspection of goods and vessels entering
the Torres Strait. Likewise, the Northern Peninsula
Area is the first line of defence for the mainland and
quarantine officers are based at Bamaga. Biosecurity
officers are also based in Weipa and an unmanned
biosecurity inspection point is located at Coen.

Biosecurity restrictions in Queensland are enforced
under the Queensland Biodiversity Act 2014 and
Biosecurity Regulation 2016, applying restrictions for
movement of goods in and out of Queensland, and
also across different parts of Queensland, aligned
to zones for different pests and diseases16. Under
the legislative framework there is a requirement
for a biosecurity certificate, biosecurity instrument
permit, restricted matter permit or a prohibited
matter permit to transport relevant goods, material
and equipment17. Serious agricultural pests are
present on the northern area of Cape York and the
Torres Strait in particular. Fruit, plant material and
soil cannot be moved out of Far Northern Biosecurity
Zone 1 or south from Far Northern Biosecurity Zone 2
without a permit (Figure 2 shows these zones).
Local government and region biosecurity plans,
including the Cape York Natural Resource
Management 2016-2021 further identify outcomes
to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of
biosecurity management within the region18. Food
production activities in the region will require
consideration of the biosecurity zones and plans.
The need for a biosecurity certificate or permit will
depend on the food production location and food
type produced, and the intent of moving goods
across and/or out of the region with regards to the
various biosecurity zones and their applicability to
different pests.

16

ibid

17

Ibid

18

https://capeyorknrm.com.au/sites/default/files/2019-05/Cape_York_Peninsula_Regional_Biosecurity_Plan_FINAL.pdf
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Figure 2: FAR NORTHERN BIOSECURITY ZONES
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4.5
Energy

Energy generation within the Cape, Torres and
Gulf region is largely provided by isolated systems
which are not connected to the national grid, and in
many cases are reliant on diesel generated power,
for which the fuel is imported to the region19. The
only area covered by the regional and the national
electricity distribution network extends into the
south-east corner of the region to Cook Shire
(servicing Cooktown through to the township
of Laura) and the Wujal Wujal and Hope Vale
Aboriginal Shire councils. Ergon Energy operates
the distribution networks of the isolated systems
and also operates a local distribution network in
Napranum, which uses power generated in Weipa by
Rio Tinto Alcan’s generator20.

Importantly, communities in the region are
embracing renewables, with a number of
communities having a significant volume of
rooftop solar installed. This has been supported
by ad-hoc government programs such as the
recent Queensland Government initiative to install
renewable energy solutions on council owned
buildings in the Mapoon, Pormpuraaw, and Northern
Peninsula Area Aboriginal Shire Council areas.
Achieving increased penetrations of renewables in
isolated grid systems can be technically challenging.
There is a need for strong engagement with Ergon
Energy to take the learnings from these pilot
communities and apply them to remote communities
across the region.

There are strong aspirations to move away from
diesel fuel, and towards renewable energy resources.
Food production systems established in the region,
in particular in those communities reliant on diesel
generated power, should require minimal energy or
include a renewable energy source in order to avoid
placing additional demand on an already limited,
expensive, and unsustainable energy supply.

19

Torres Strait Regional Authority. (2016). Torres Strait Adaptation and Resilience Plan 2016-2021.
Report prepared by the Environmental Management Program, Torres Strait Regional Authority, June 2016.
Accessed from: http://www.tsra.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0015/12372/TS-Regional-Adaptation-and-Resillience-Plan-Final.pdf

20

Ergon Energy. (2019). Isolated and remote power stations.
Accessed from: https://www.ergon.com.au/network/network-management/network-infrastructure/isolated-and-remote-power-stations

21

Queensland Government, Department of Energy and Public Works. (2021). Solar for remote communities.
Accessed from: https://www.epw.qld.gov.au/about/initiatives/solar-remote-communities
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Mapoon rooftop solar21
“The Mapoon Aboriginal Shire Council installed 65kW of
rooftop solar in the community during the second half of 2019.
We supported council by covering the cost of network and
communication technologies. This included upgrading the power
station to allow council’s rooftop solar to work together with the
diesel generators that power the local grid.
We also engaged the Indigenous Consumer Assistance Network
to deliver energy education to residents with the aim of helping
families save money on power by being more energy efficient at
home.
Further rooftop solar and battery storage is planned for 2021,
providing even greater savings for the Council and the community”.

Key consideration for food production in the region
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4.6
Water

Water is an essential resource for the agriculture
and food sector, and whilst there is an abundance
of water in the region, it will continue to be a
scarce resource. A review of the Queensland Future
Climate Dashboard identified likely changes in water
conditions in the future, with less rain predicted for
the majority of the Cape, Torres and Gulf region,
except the South West Cape coastal area where
rainfall may increase.
In the Torres Strait, water is supplied to residents
from Loggy Creek Dam on Horn Island, via a
submarine pipeline and from Millman Hill Reservoir
on Thursday Island. Water supply is limited, and
residential use is considered high, requiring the
enforcement of water restrictions to limit watering
and use of sprinklers.
For the remainder of the region, the Water Plan
(Cape York) 2019 (Cape York Water Plan) seeks to
provide a framework for sustainable allocation and
management of surface and underground water,
which is comprised of 15 catchment regions.

22

The Cape York Water Plan reserves water to support
the economic and social needs of Aboriginal people
and Torres Strait Islanders, and Aboriginal people
and Torres Strait Islanders have access to a special
reserve of freshwater in the Cape York area – the
Cape York Peninsula Heritage Area (CYPHA). Eligible
persons22 can claim their share of this water by
requesting a water license. Holders of a CYPHA
water license can use the license for their own
projects. They are also able to enter into agreements
to assign part or all of the water to other interested
water users.23
The total volume of water in the CYPHA reserve is
485,300 megalitres. The volume of water in each
catchment that is held in the CYPHA reserve is
allocated to eligible Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander persons based on the proportion of land
interests they have in that catchment.24
A water licence will likely be necessary for food
production activities in the region. This will need to be
further explored on a case by case basis for each food
production activity. Most towns across region have
a reticulated water network, however with differing
extents. Areas outside of the town, where agricultural
activities may be most suited would need to have
their own supply (e.g. bore, rainwater tanks). Sites
currently or previously used for agricultural purposes,
such as the banana farm at Hope Vale are equipped
with existing irrigation systems.

Eligible persons include an entity that holds Aboriginal freehold land, such as an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island Corporation
or land trust, or a native title holder such as a registered native title body corporate

23

Queensland Government, Business Queensland. (2021).
Assignment of Cape York Peninsula Heritage Area water licenses.
Accessed from: https://www.business.qld.gov.au/industries/mining-energy-water/water/water-markets/cape-york-water-licences

24

Queensland Government, Business Queensland. (2021).
Assignment of Cape York Peninsula Heritage Area water licenses.
Accessed from: https://www.business.qld.gov.au/industries/mining-energy-water/water/water-markets/cape-york-water-licences
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4.7
Waste

The agriculture and food sector produces a
significant amount of waste, including wastewater.
Wastewater is the primary waste produced from
on-shore aquaculture and hydroponic systems.
Nutrient solutions from hydroponic systems would
need to be disposed of from time to time. Native
production systems and off-shore aquaculture
generally produce minimal waste, however cyclones
could result in damage and loss of materials used for
off-shore aquaculture systems.
Single use plastic sheeting and surface irrigation
tape used in some intensive field crops could present
a significant problem in remote communities and
these approaches should be avoided.
Where pesticide products are used, runoff will need
to be managed, and packaging should be washed and
disposed of in a legally required manner.
There is opportunity for existing food waste from
the communities to be composted and used to enrich
soils for agricultural production. The agricultural
sector can produce a significant amount of waste,
and opportunities to implement circular economy
and regenerative farming principles should be
investigated. For example, nutrient rich waste from
hydroponic systems can be used for growing plants
in greenhouses plants in greenhouses thereby
controlling environmental pollution.

Key consideration for food production in the region
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4.8
Labour force

There is a perceived lack of capacity within
the existing population to seize economic
opportunities. This is attributed to several factors
including low educational attainment levels,
low school attendance and disengaged youth,
lack of appropriate training to upskill people,
limited meaningful employment and career
opportunities, and a lack of mentorship to support
entrepreneurship. Government welfare payments is
also a contributing factor to unemployment.
Unemployment is particularly high on Mornington
Island, where 24.3 per cent of the labour force is
reported to be unemployed. A substantial portion
of the unemployment appears to be among those
aged between 25 and 44, which implies a lack of
meaningful employment opportunities for those
more established in the workforce. This aligns with
the trend for decreasing population within these age
groups, and the suggestion that people migrate out
of the region at this point.
The proportion of the population for whom Year 8 is
the highest year of school completed is 8.5 per cent,
compared with an average of 4.9 per cent across
Queensland25. Similarly, the proportion of people
completing school in Year 12 is significantly lower
in the region (37.9 per cent) than the State (52.2 per
cent). This is particularly high on Mornington Island,
where only 24.1 per cent completed school at Year 12.

25

ABS (2016). GCP Local Government Areas for QLD, Table G46.

26

ABS (2016) Socio-Economic Indexes for Australia (SEIFA), 2033.0.55.001
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The low levels of high school completion may be
attributed to the limited number of secondary
schools in the region. Some towns (e.g. Mapoon,
Laura, and Pormpuraaw, Lakeland, Hope Vale) do
not have secondary schools, whilst others (e.g.
Kowanyama and Mornington Island) have secondary
schooling up to year 10 only and students need to
leave their families and community for boarding
schools (e.g. at Cooktown, Weipa, or Cairns). Other
issues with educational outcomes may be linked to a
lack of interest in school curriculum, inexperienced
teaching staff and resources (e.g. teachers are at the
start of their careers, with limited experience).
All but three of the LGAs within the region (Torres
Shire, Cook Shire and Weipa) fall within the lowest
decile of the index of relative education and
occupation (IEO). This indicates that the region
is among one of the most disadvantaged within
the State, and Australia more widely in relation to
education and skills26.
Issues with skills and work ethic of the labour force
has impacted on the success of past agricultural
endeavours. Councils have expressed concern with
the availability of local workforce who are willing and
interested to be involved in food production activities.
Pormpuraaw Aboriginal Shire Council cited issues
with reliability of local workforce to undertake work
at the crocodile farm, resulting in the need for the
farm to bring employees from outside of the region.

Previous community farms had been established
through government programs, often led by people
from outside of the community. Whilst they have
provided local jobs to the community, including
through government organised employment, these
have generally been regarded simply as ‘farming
jobs’, with little ownership by the community. Many
of the community gardens have not had long-term
success and many are no longer in operation. This
can be attributed to the timeframes and funding
of these programs, which were focussed on the
establishment of the gardens.
Decision-makers need to move past the view
that it is acceptable for government funded
employment and community development services
to provide very low skilled employment and training
opportunities. Programs must have genuine targets
for up-skilling people that are aligned to real job
opportunities in local communities. Longer term
programs which allow for funding, training, and
mentorship beyond a 2 year timeframe and that
look to providing opportunities beyond horticulture
activities (e.g. business administration, finance,
logistics) may have more traction and opportunities
for long term success. The region is home to a labour
force of 8,928 people, of which the majority (78.7 per
cent) is located within Cape York. Of the total labour
force, a total of 79.6 per cent is in either full or part
time employment . This is somewhat lower than
the State average of 87.6 per cent and aligns with a
higher than average unemployment of 13.9 per cent
of the total labour force, compared to 7.6 per cent
for Queensland.

27

Several councils including Lockhart River Aboriginal
Shire Council and Hope Vale Aboriginal Shire Council
have been successful in diversifying their economies
and addressing high unemployment through the
enhancement, and attraction and support of local
businesses. Locally delivered services include helping
businesses to manage their financial resources,
assisting with administrative functions, ensuring
business operators understand how to meet their tax
obligations and other regulatory requirements, and
coaching and mentoring.
“In just four years, we have gone from two 100%
indigenous owned Lockhart businesses with
machinery to seven, and now you have a whole
cooperative of small business owners who have
formed a civil construction team who are our
preferred suppliers on the Council list. As they are
local and going to be judged on their work every
day, their standard is way above average.”
- Cr Wayne Butcher,
Mayor, Lockhart River Aboriginal Shire Council

This is helping to build strong local capability and
provide meaningful training and employment
opportunities for young people. This approach to
building the skills and capability of local people
is transferable to other business endeavours and
provides opportunities for local ownership of
food production.
Some food production activities will require more
technical expertise and will be more labour intensive
than others. For example, a vanilla plantation will
involve manual pollination of every flower. However,
this is a high value crop which also has value adding
opportunities. Pursuing an opportunity like this
would require significant technical support and
training, until knowledge is learnt, and can be
retained locally.

ABS (2016). GCP Local Government Areas for QLD, Table G43
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4.9
Freight and logistics

The Cape, Torres and Gulf region contains some
significant transport infrastructure that supports
the communities and industries within it. The road
network is made up of several secondary and local
roads that provide key arteries between the places in
the region, and wider Queensland and neighbouring
states. Key roads include the Mulligan Highway
(which provides access between Cooktown and
Mareeba, near Cairns), the PDR, (connecting Lakeland
in the south to Weipa), Telegraph Road (connecting
the PDR to Bamaga Road in the north), Bertiehaugh
Road reserve (connecting Weipa to Telegraph Road),
and Dixie Road (providing a south west link from PDR
at Yarraden to Dixie). These are supported by a series
of local connector roads that connect to the main
urban areas and settlements.
There are a number of road freight operators in
the region including Tuxworth and Woods Carriers
and Hawkins Transport both of which provide
refrigerated transport services. However, during
the wet season, there are a number of road closures
or limits on loads. Sealing of the PDR (as part of the
Cape York Region Package program of works) will
improve road conditions and alleviate existing load
limits (maximum 5 tonne) and address flooding at
river crossings such as Archer River.

Figure 3: HORN ISLAND BARGE RAMP
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Currently, a key means of transporting freight is by
sea. Sea freight between Cairns and Cape York is
undertaken by SeaSwift. SeaSwift run cargo ships
(including chilled and freezer goods) between Cairns
and various communities in the region including
Aurukun, Weipa, Mornington Island, Lockhart River,
Seisia, Thursday Island, Horn Island, Prince of Wales
Island and other islands in the Torres Strait. SeaSwift
depots in the region are located at Cairns, Horn
Island, Thursday Island, Seisia, and Weipa. While all
habitable islands in the Torres Strait are serviced
by barge ramps, it is reported that many will soon
require replacement. Ships typically depart Cairns
once a week and take between three and four days
to reach their destination. Goods are also required to
be received typically one to two business days before
departure (sometimes on a Friday prior to a Monday
departure), increasing the effective shipping time,
but in turn impacting on shelf life of fresh produce.
Carpentaria Freight provides barge services for
freight from Karumba to Mornington Island.
Carpentaria Freight has a depot in Cairns to assist
in coordinating freight from other parts of the state
to Cairns and providing truck movement of freight
between their Cairns depot and Karumba.

Figure 4: TRANSPORT NETWORK ACROSS THE REGION
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It is anecdotally understood that sea freight
movement has a significant cost and can be in the
order of five to ten times more expensive than road
transport on a per tonne basis. Representatives of
Mornington Island Council reported costs of up to
$1.3 million per year on shipping of goods for their
local store and butcher. The cost of freight is passed
onto the consumer, resulting in high cost of food,
particularly fresh food. An example was given of a $5
bag of potatoes costing the community $35.
Additionally, there are a number of important
ports, which provide key locations for export of
commodities from the region. These include, Port
of Cooktown, Port of Cape Flattery, Port of Quintell
Beach, Port of Kennedy, Port of Skardon River, Port of
Weipa, Port of Amrun.
Commercial air services, Qantas, SkyTrans and
Hinterland Aviation provide regular flights between
Cairns and several communities in the region,
including Aurukun Airport, Weipa Aerodrome,
Kowanyama Aerodrome, Cooktown Airport, Horn
Island Airport, and Northern Peninsula Airport. These
are supported by a range of smaller aerodromes and
airfields, particularly in the Torres Strait. Given the
distance between the towns and the constraints
to road travel as a result on wet weather, air travel
is one of the main ways visitors and residents
travel in and out of towns in the region. All airlines
offer freight/cargo services with the capacity/load
limits of these services’ unknown. The cost per
tonne is expected to be significantly more than the
comparable road transport. It is anticipated that
air freight will allow for a more dynamic response
to road closures when compared to sea freight at a
similar cost per tonne, albeit with smaller capacity.
It is noted however, that demands for air freight
services may increase during periods of road closures
with this typically the only access options for people
and goods to many communities. Increased freight
demands may increase costs and/or reduce capacity
of air services.

It is noted that there are aspirations for Cooktown
Airport to become a regionally significant aviation
precinct, to support the region, and the wider
Asia Pacific area28. This has resulted in significant
investment in the airport and neighbouring
Aviation Park, supported by a master plan for future
growth. In August 2020, Cairns was selected by the
Queensland Government as one of two regional
sites for an agricultural export hub. Funding was
awarded to Air Freight Handling Services Pty Ltd to
expand operations through the development of the
Regional Trade Distribution Centre at Cairns Airport.
The facility will target fresh export produce and is
scheduled for completion in 2022 . This facility will
enable rapid airfreight access for produce from the
region to key international markets, support growth
of the region’s agricultural sector, and therefore
opportunities for scalability.
Successful food production in the region provides
opportunity to reduce reliance on imported food,
bringing down the cost of food and providing
fresher, locally grown produce to local communities.
Discussions with stakeholders emphasised the
need for food production to provide food for local
communities in the first instance, rather than
exporting beyond the region, both for social reasons
as well as the economic and environmental costs
associated with transporting food other parts of
Queensland, Australia, or overseas. Discussions with
stakeholders also identified the opportunity for food
production locations to be established in proximity
to ports and jetties serviced by SeaSwift to allow for
efficient distribution. For example, fresh produce
picked up at Port of Seisia for distribution to Weipa
and Aurukun would have longer shelf-life than
produce originated from Cairns.

28

Cook Shire Council. (2019). Cooktown Airport Development. Accessed
from: http://www.cook.qld.gov.au/development/infrastructure-update/
cooktown-airport-development
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4.10
Retail food market

The major channel to purchase food in the region
is through local groceries stores / supermarkets.
Most grocery and convenience stores in the region
are either independent or owned and operated by
Community Enterprise Queensland (CEQ). CEQ is
a Queensland Government statutory body which
services 22 retail outlets in the Torres Strait and
Northern Peninsula Area and five community
supermarkets on the mainland29. The stores offer
general merchandise such as furniture, fuel, drapery
and etc alongside fresh and healthy food and drinks.
HWQld have been working with the community
stores to review the range of products stocked in
the local stores to promote healthy food choices.
Discussions with stakeholders indicate that stores
are willing and interested in selling locally grown
produce if it meets requirements such as quality
and reliability of supply. However this has not
been consistently possible in the past and there
is also a lack of information and understanding of
these requirements.
In the past food grown from local community gardens
was sold or distributed throughout the community
via the local store or a market stall located at the farm
itself. The local businesses and businesses that service
the region are often supportive of produce grown
within the community and usually express an interest
in working with each other.

29

(https://www.ceqld.org.au/about-us/).

30

(https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/

The prices of fresh food are significantly higher
in remote areas. A 2014 study completed by the
Queensland Government found that a Healthy Food
Basket (HFB) for a family of 6 would cost 26.5 per
cent higher in remote areas. Even a less healthy diet
option was more expensive, a ‘current diet basket’
reflective of dietary patterns for the local Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people cost an average
of 40 per cent higher in remote areas. There are
many contributing factors to the price discrepancies
however, freight and shipping costs being passed
onto the consumer is considered to be a major issue .
Living remotely leads to many people being
concerned about food security and supply chain
issues, this includes seasonal and quality of produce
impacts. This further reinforces the importance of
locally grown produce in remote areas.
HWQld are working with Apunipima and Gidjee
Healing (community health services in the region)
and stores across the community to promote better
food options and monitor health.

Committees/House/Indigenous_Affairs/Foodpricing/Report)
31

(https://www.themandarin.com.au/146695-food-securityremote-indigenous-communities/).
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4.11
Clustering opportunities
and shared value
Future regional growth and economic development
can be realised by clustering mutually beneficial and
enabling opportunities. For example, co-locating
food production activities with renewable energy
hubs. A recent study on Hydrogen Hubs for the
COAG Energy Council identified Weipa and Karumba
as suitable locations for hydrogen export hubs. If
hydrogen hubs were to proceed in these areas, food
production hubs in these same locations, where
possible, could benefit from such energy supply.
Community benefit will be greatly enhanced
by an ecosystem of symbiotic opportunities for
employment and economic development as well as
support ongoing investment in essential services
(power, water, communications) in the region. A
regional approach enables strategic management of
environmental, economic and social impacts to be
considered holistically within the planning.

4.12
Scalability and trade

While discussions with stakeholders emphasised
the need for food production to provide food for
local communities in the first instance, scalability
of food production activities in the region will be
important to enable economic growth.
Implementing food production systems at small
scale is a recommended way to generate first
hand practical experience that will provide local
insights to enable larger scale food production
systems to prosper in the future. All of the food
production systems described in this report can be
implemented at small, medium and large scale (refer
to section 5). Lessons learned at small scale will be
relevant to medium and large scale implementation.
Long term success of all the food production
systems relies on the availability of a core group
of skilled operators within the local community.
It is very important to ensure that annual training
activities are planned for to encourage sharing of
knowledge and continuous improvement of the
local operators of the food production systems.
Collaboration with research organisations provide
opportunity to combine high-level technical
knowledge with local insights to identify specific
opportunities for medium and large scale
production in the local context with regard to
climate, environment, native title and management
of land and sea country.
The food production systems can supply fresh
food produce directly to the community or
supplementary feed for cattle managed by the local
community. Surplus production could be exported
from the local community by land or sea transport
to other Cape York communities. As experience and
production grows further, high value products may
be produced in quantities that can be exported from
the region to Australian and international markets.

32
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Arup Australia Pty Ltd. (2019). Australian Hydrogen Hubs Study. November 2019
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5.

5.0
Potential food production typologies

This section of the report details five food
production typologies, including:
• Native forest production systems
• Soil based horticulture systems
• On-shore aquaculture systems
• Offshore aquaculture systems
• Hydroponic systems
As a cattle study is currently being undertaken to
determine the feasibility of investment to grow the
industry in the region, this study has focussed on
other forms of food production.
The following pages outline examples and potential
of these food production typologies.
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5.1
Native forest production systems
Food production typology
Description / use

Scale-able
Minimum area of land
required
Climatic conditions /
preferred location

Native forest production system – Native honey (Sugarbag).
Native honey production involves the use of special native beehives to produce and harvest
honey from native stingless bees combined with local processing to produce native honey.
Native honey can be used as a direct replacement for standard honey as a sweetener and
versatile food ingredient.
Yes. Can start small with one or two hives to gain experience and scale up and add hives as
the population of native bees grows.
<1 hectare within a larger area of native vegetation. Permission of land manager to place
native beehives in areas with suitable conditions for honey production.
Tropical climate is well suited to native honey production.
Siting hives adjacent to vehicle access tracks for managing, maintaining, and relocating hives
is recommended.
The hives should be sited in a location that is near fresh water, sheltered from extreme
afternoon heat and from cold winds, preferably with morning sun.
The bees require flowers for pollen and nectar preferably within about 100m of the nest.
They will happily use a wide variety of native and introduced flowers.
If siting hives in high flood risk areas that will be inundated in the wet season, ensure that
they are relocated to higher ground at the beginning of the wet season.

Soil requirements
Energy requirements

Soil is not a limiting factor.
Vehicle to move hives around and access them for maintenance.
Solar power energy with no requirement to be connected to the National Energy Market.
Power required for kitchen to process and package honey for storage.
Power required is very minimal at small scale.

Water requirements

Clean fresh water for kitchen to process and package honey for storage.
Water required is minimal.

Waste produced
Labour and skill
requirements to operate and
maintain systems
System yield
and scalability
Potential ownership models

Waste produced is minimal.
<1 FTE to operate and maintain 10 hives in spare time.
Regular ie annual training courses from a beekeeper experienced in native bee production
would be beneficial and encourage continuous improvement in methods.
A native beehive produces about 1kg of native honey per year.

Ownership models that encourage community ownership and involvement in management
of hives and shared processing and packaging is more likely to succeed due to low yielding
nature of individual hives.
Community owned, social enterprise, private sector ownership, business development
opportunities could all succeed with careful management and retention of skilled
operational team.

Supply chain information

Processing and packaging in a kitchen.
Small scale production likely to be consumed locally.
Medium scale production could produce high value products for export from the region by
land or sea transport to Australian or international markets.

Other

Education could be key part of native bee production. Traditional knowledge of native
bees can be passed on. Managing a stingless native beehive is well suited to a primary or
secondary school action based learning activity.
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Native Forest Production Systems – Native Honey (Sugarbag):
Stingless native bees are primitive species
that only produce small amounts of honey. It
is only in warm areas of Australia, such as in
Queensland and northern NSW, that they can
produce more honey than they need for their
own survival. Harvesting honey from a nest in a
cooler area could weaken or even kill the nest.
In warm areas of Australia, however, honey
production is possible with these bees.
Hives also can be kept successfully in boxes
in these areas and propagated by splitting.
Special methods and hive designs have been
developed to harvest moderate amounts
of honey from stingless bees in these areas
without harming the bees.

Stingless bee honey is called Sugarbag and
was prized by Aboriginals who collected it
from wild nests. Stingless bees store their
flavoursome honey in clusters of small resin
pots near the extremities of the nest. The
resin adds a wide variety of tangy flavours
to the honey, such as lemon or eucalyptus. It
is delicious drizzled over ice cream! However,
Sugarbag honey is a rare product to be
savoured because each hive only produces
about 1kg of honey per year.
Stingless bees can be excellent pollinators
of certain crops in Australia. They are
particularly useful for macadamias, mangoes
and watermelons, and for crops grown inside
greenhouses. Some breeders can supply hives
of stingless bees for crop pollination33.
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https://www.aussiebee.com.au/honeyproduction.html
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Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation, 2014. Accessed from https://www.
agrifutures.com.au/wp-content/uploads/publications/14-115.pdf
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Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation, 2014. Accessed from https://www.
agrifutures.com.au/wp-content/uploads/publications/14-115.pdf
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(Aboriginal Bush Traders, 2020) Accessed from https://aboriginalbushtraders.com/collections/wadeyewomens-centre
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Brann & Kerrigan (2015). Accessed from https://www.abc.net.au/news/rural/2015-07-10/kakadu-plumharvest-wadeye-creating-jobs-for-women/6608242
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Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation, 2014. Accessed from https://www.
agrifutures.com.au/wp-content/uploads/publications/14-115.pdf
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Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation, 2014. Accessed from https://www.
agrifutures.com.au/wp-content/uploads/publications/14-115.pdf
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Brann & Kerrigan (2015). Accessed from https://www.abc.net.au/news/rural/2015-07-10/kakadu-plumharvest-wadeye-creating-jobs-for-women/6608242
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Case study: Kakadu plum harvesting by the
Palngun Wurnangat Aboriginal Corporation PWAC (Women’s Centre)
Kakadu plum is found naturally in open woodland
across Northern Australia, namely in the Kimberley
region of Western Australia, the Northern Territory
and northern Queensland34. Kakadu plum is a
great example of a native forest production
system and is being harvested by many Indigenous
communities over Australia. The unique properties
of Kakadu plum have enabled its commercial
use as a functional food ingredient, which has
opened new markets and put pressure on the
producers of Kakadu plum products to ensure
consistent quality, bioactivity and availability35.
One of the largest producers of Kakadu plum is the
Palngun Wurnangat Aboriginal Corporation PWAC
(Women’s Centre), they are an independently
owned Indigenous women’s organisation located
in Wadeye, Thamarrurr Region in the Northern
Territory36. In 2015, they were planning to harvest
10 tonnes which would have brought around
$110,000 and up to 200 seasonal jobs to people
who were previously unemployed37.
The Kakadu plum is suited to a natural hot and
coastal environment, with the highest concentration
of trees measured near the coast38. Kakadu plums
need to be frozen within 24 hours of harvest if they
are going to be used for their functional properties,
to maintain size and quality. Following a period of
oversupply, the international market is currently
undersupplied with demand steadily increasing39.
Production is estimated to average 15-17 tonnes
per annum, the Wadeye community harvest of 10
tonnes was somewhere between 2 to 5 per cent of
the actual yield in the region40.

Relevance to Cape, Torres and Gulf region:
The Cape, Torres and Gulf region provides good
climate conditions for the Kakadu plum. The
current undersupply in market also means there
may be an opportunity for the region to assist
in meeting the increasing demand. The crop can
work alongside a commercial operation as per
the Wadeye Woman’s Centre who harvests their
crop, alongside a commercial bakery, butcher
and art space. This could present education and
employment opportunities for the local community
as well as tourism opportunities. The seasonal
nature of the crop means the community could
also utilise facilities for other purposes like art
classes or community gatherings. In the case of
the Women’s Centre, the centre is used to design
beautiful printed fabrics, produced and sold
worldwide by the Wadeye women artists’, creating
economic development opportunities within the
Thamarrurr Region.
Key facts about the Kakadu plum:
• Best suited to a natural hot and coastal
environment, with highest concentration of trees
measured near the coast.
• Need to be frozen within 24 hours of harvest if it’s
going to be used for its functional properties, to
maintain its size and quality.
• There is currently an undersupply in market with
demand steadily increasing production is estimated
to average 15-17 tonnes of plums per annum.
• Seasonal crop which is often harvested by
hand during the hot and humid conditions of the
wet season.
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5.2
Soil based horticulture systems
Food production typology
Description / use

Scale-able

Soil based horticulture system – field crop rotation – peanuts, corn, sunflowers, sweet potato
A field crop rotation is a soil based horticulture that involves rotation or staged cropping of
plants that have characteristics that complement each other. A typical system has a series of
beds that enables all the crops to be produced each year. The crops grown in a bed changes
from year to year. In Cape York, a crop rotation involving peanuts (food and soil benefits), corn
(food), sunflowers (chicken feed and soil benefits), and sweet potato (food and soil benefits)
would be a practical starting point. Over time the variety of crops could expand and even
include plantation crops such as pawpaw, pineapples and bananas (noting that plantation crops
typically utilise a bed for three to five years).
Yes. Can start small with manual production system with a long term vision to scale up to
mechanical production system.

Minimum area of land required

<1 hectare.

Climatic conditions / preferred
location

Tropical coastal climate is suited to a range of tropical food crops that can be grown
throughout the year. Reliable fresh water supply for irrigation during the dry season is
essential for year round food production. Close proximity to water source to reduce energy
and infrastructure costs of water supply. Avoid high flood risk areas or areas with poor surface
water drainage to enable management throughout the monsoon season.

Soil requirements

Friable, well drained loamy soils are preferred. Red volcanic soils at Hopevale for example.
Avoid sodic or dispersive soil types.
Avoid shallow rocky soil types.
Avoid acid sulphate soil high risk areas or test and manage exposed acid sulphate soil as part of
development.

Energy requirements

Small tractor for cultivation, mowing, spraying pesticides and harvesting operations would
improve efficiency.
Solar power energy with no requirement to be connected to the NEM.
Pump systems for irrigation water supply.
Power requirements depend on, volume of water, flow rate, distance pumped, pipe diameter,
head and other energy losses in system – rough estimate 750 kWh per year

Water requirements

Clean fresh water is required.
Volume depends on scale and crops grown – rough estimate 10ML per hectare per year.

Waste produced

Packaging of fertiliser products can be washed and reused for other purposes.
Packaging of pesticide products should be washed and disposed of in legally required manner.
Crop residues should be retained in the field or composted on site.

Labour and skill requirements
to operate and maintain
systems
System yield
and scalability
Potential ownership models

Small scale production systems may require 3-8 FTE per hectare to grow and harvest field crops
(with the caveat that sowing and harvesting of each crop is staged to enable a few people to
manage it).
Retention of skilled team is important for success. Regular training courses in horticulture /
permaculture techniques would be beneficial and encourage continuous improvement in methods.
With 1 hectare you would have 2,500m2 dedicated to production of each crop, each year. This
would produce approximately 1,250kg of peanuts, 2,500kg of corn, 400kg of sunflower and
4,000kg of sweet potato each year.
Ownership models that retain a core skilled operational team more likely to succeed.
Community owned, social enterprise, private sector ownership, business development
opportunities could all succeed with careful management and retention of skilled
operational team.

Supply chain information

Processing and supply of fresh food produce directly to the community.
Surplus production could be exported from the local community by land or sea transport to
other Cape York communities.

Other
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Primary and secondary education curriculum could be linked to field crop production. Including
the opportunity to participate in sustainable food production systems and explore the benefits
of different crops.
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Case study: Breadfruit
Breadfruit is a round egg-shaped fruit, 9–26cm
long, 6–20cm wide and weighs around
0.2-4.5kg41. It is also called the Breadnut and
is native to the Pacific and East Indies. A space
of more than 12m between trees and planting
and different plant (e.g. pineapple) between
trees will benefit disease reduction and tree
management. The breadfruit tree is fast growing
and has the potential to reach 30m in height,
the ideal soil is fertile and well drained with
good levels of organic matter. The tree can
grow in sand, sandy clay loam, sandy loam and
coral and saline soils. Seedlings take 8-10 years
to mature but root suckers will only take 3-5
years, the fruit takes 13-19 weeks to mature
and an additional 5 weeks to ripen. A full-grown
tree might require 2kg of fertilizer per annum
for improved yields. Harvest can be staggered
depending on the fruits desired use, a ten-yearold tree can produce 50-150 and up to 700 fruits
per annum. If the top of the trees is pruned
every 3-4 years, the crop can be kept within 6m
of the ground and harvested by a power ladder,
additionally, market preferences can be met and
soft fruit during transport can be prevented
with skilful picking and maturity standards.
The Cape Trib Farm is located near the coast
between Port Douglas and Cooktown. It was
established in the 1970’s and has been pioneering
exotic and tropical fruits in Australia42.
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Mature breadfruit tree (Growables, 2020)
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Today the farm grows over 70 different
varieties of fruit and offers fruit tasting to
educate travellers on tropical fruit. Breadfruit,
Mangosteen and Rambutan are wholesaled
into various capital cities while Langsat/
Duku, Durian and Chempadek are sent to the
southern markets. The farm sells seasonal fruit
at the farm gate fruit stall with an honesty
system. The farm has secured a second source
of income through accommodation, the cabins
offered start from $340 for 2 nights and are a
5-minute walk to the beach. Jams and preserves
have been created for farm guests with the
intent that they may be sold in the future. The
breadfruit revenue is not stated by the Cape
Trib Farm however in 2007 the estimated annual
production was 20 tonnes with 1 tonne worth
approx. $2,500 - $3,000 farm gate43, 44.
Relevance to Cape, Torres and Gulf region:
Breadfruit was introduced by Samoan
missionaries into Far North Queensland45. The
ultra-tropical fruit is ideal for the Cape, Torres
and Gulf region as its latitudinal limits are
17-23 degrees from the Equator. Breadfruit can
withstand temperatures up to 40 degrees, brief
waterlogging and cyclones. Following a cyclone,
a large mature tree can regenerate within a
couple years with the ability to bear fruit. The
Cape, Torres and Gulf region could grow various
fruits with different seasons alongside the
breadfruit to ensure there is work and produce
year-round.

Breadfruit- Artocarpus altilis
(Austalian Tropical Foods, 2020)

Due to the monsoonal tropics, breadfruit requires
supplementary irrigation for 4 or more months
each year, this will significantly assist the
establishment of the trees.
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www.rarefruitclub.org.au/Breadfruit.htm
42

Cape Trib (2020) Accessed from: https://
www.capetribfarm.com.au/how-it-all-began/
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Key facts about breadfruit:
• Breadfruit grows best at elevations below
650m and the optimal rainfall and humidity is
100-3500mm per annum and
70-90 per cent respectively.
• The breadfruit is an ultra-tropical fruit which
has a latitudinal limit of 17-23 degrees from the
Equator and requires an average temperature
over 21 degrees for growth.
• Can withstand high temperatures and cyclones.
• Breadfruit is at peak production between
February and March (Goebel, 2007).
• There are 3 main farms which supply the southern
markets, 2 in Northern Queensland and 1
Northern Territory. Roughly 100 trees in Northern
Territory and 250 in Northern Queensland.
• Pharmacological studies have indicated that
breadfruit has anti-inflammatory properties
and the fruit and seeds are a good source of
carbohydrates, dietary fibre, protein potassium,
fatty acids, pro-vitamin A, calcium, ascorbic acid,
iron and niacin. Creating awareness for breadfruit
and its nutritional value could significantly help
with the adoption of the crop46.

Rare Fruit Club (2020) Accessed from http://

Tropical Exotic Fruit Australia
(2007). Accessed from https://
www.territorystories.nt.gov.au/
bitstream/10070/216975/1/tefa_news_
april07.pdf
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Goebel (2007). Accessed from https://www.
actahort.org/books/757/757_19.htm
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Australian Tropical Foods (2020). Accessed
from https://www.australiantropicalfoods.
com/index.php/exotic-fruits/breadfruit/
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Badrie & Broomes, (2010). Accessed from
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/
article/pii/B9780123746283000335
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Wiilliden (2017). Accessed from https://
www.eatwell.co.nz/hot-topics/
wellbeing/3535/The-power-of-nowheatflour/
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Nochera and Ragone (2016). Accessed from:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/
PMC5302335/#:~:text=Breadfruit%20is%20
gluten%2Dfree%20%5B12,for%20gluten%20
flours%20%5B2%5D.

• Breadfruit flour is a gluten-free flour
alternative which can be used as a 1-to-1
substitute. Gluten-free products are expensive
and breadfruit flour can become an affordable
substitute for people who suffer from gluten
allergies and celiac disease47, 48
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5.3
On-shore aquaculture system

Food production typology

On-shore aquaculture system - algae energy farming

Description / use

Algae farming involves cultivation of microalgae in ponds which can be used for energy
and food. The mature algae is harvested and placed on drying racks and then stored for use.
Energy examples include biofuel production and food examples include feed supplement for
beef cattle and fish, food for salads and powder supplements (e.g. spirulina powder). It can
also be used to create natural colouring / dye.

Scale-able

Yes. Can start small with long term vision to scale up to food and biofuel production at same
time. Spirulina algae would be a good starting point for small scale production.

Minimum area of land required

1 hectare

Climatic conditions / preferred
location

Tropical coastal climate is well suited to algae production.
Flat land that can be excavated to create production ponds and wastewater treatment ponds.
Close proximity to water source to reduce energy and infrastructure costs of water supply.
For freshwater system, close proximity to soil based horticulture to facilitate wastewater reuse.
Avoid high flood risk areas or areas with poor surface water drainage to enable management
of facility throughout monsoon season.

Soil requirements

A wide range of suitable soil types.
Avoid shallow rocky soil types.
Avoid acid sulphate soil high risk areas or test and manage exposed acid sulphate soil as part
of development.

Energy requirements

Solar power energy with no requirement to be connected to the NEM.
Pump systems for water supply, pond aeration, water circulation and wastewater treatment
are the primary energy use.
Power requirements depend on, volume of water, flow rate, distance pumped, pipe diameter,
head and other energy losses in system – rough estimate 7,500 kWh per year (not including
processing facility).

Water requirements

Can use any type of water, including saltwater.
Volume depends on scale, pond depth and species – rough estimate 50ML per hectare per year.

Waste produced

Wastewater is the primary waste produced and is typically managed via treatment ponds
integrated into the facility.
If using freshwater then wastewater treatment process could incorporate plant based food
production (ie aquaponics or irrigation of crops).
If using saltwater then estuary or ocean based discharge point required.
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Labour and skill requirements
to operate and maintain
systems

2 x FTEs to operate and maintain small scale system including a biologist and engineer.
1 x FTE qualified algae farmer to help with training on site.

System yield and scalability

With 1 hectare of land you could achieve 2 x 4,000m2 ponds or several smaller ponds and get
a good starting yield.

Potential ownership models

Ownership models that retain a core skilled operational team more likely to succeed.
Community owned, social enterprise, private sector ownership, business development
opportunities could all succeed with careful management and retention of skilled
operational team.

Supply chain information

Drying and processing on site.
Ideally coupled with a local biofuel plant or providing feedstock to local intensive animal
production system (cattle feedlot).
High value products could be exported from the region by land or sea transport to Australian
or international markets.

Other

Tertiary education could be key part of algae farm, linked with opportunities for universities
students to work with locals.
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Case study: Microalgae
Microalgae has a promising future as a sustainable
crop with many uses. Microalgae is becoming
increasingly popular due to its potential use
in the nutraceutical, renewable energy and
biopharmaceutical industries49. There are many
microalgae species which are sustainable,
renewable, and economical sources of food,
bioactive medicinal products, and biofuel50.
There are still some challenges to be overcome
before industrial level microalgae production can
be reached, however their potential for use as a
substitute for liquid fossil fuel and its ability to
convert CO2 into other useful products (e.g. like
lipids, bioactive metabolites and carbohydrates),
this creates a strong business case to incorporate
microalgae farming into a farm system51.
Microalgae can also be used to create natural
colouring/ dye which provides additional market
opportunities.
The University of Queensland (UQ) has a
250,000-litre low cost, large-scale algae
biorefinery located at Pinjarra Hills near Brisbane
which opened in August 201452, 53. The UQ Algae
Energy Farm cultivates many different strains
of algae and implements various cost saving
techniques like automated harvesting into their
set up54. These microalgae strains are produced
as food, feed, biodiesel and nutraceuticals55.
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Pinjarra Hills Algae Energy Facility (Schenk Lab, 2020)
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The site is run by solar power and currently yields
an estimated 50 tonnes of algal biomass and 60
barrels of biodiesel per hectare per year.
Relevance to Cape, Torres and Gulf region:
As per an interview with Professor Peer Schenk,
the lead researcher at the UQ Algae Energy
Farm, algae can be easily grown in Australian
conditions without competing for arable
land56. The algae could produce protein-rich
feed for livestock near the proposed food hubs
location. Algae farms are scalable and could
start small with a long-term vision to scale up
and produce both food and biofuel at the same
time. Spirulina algae would be a good starting
point for small scale production. To get a good
starting yield, one hectare of land could contain
two large 1-acre ponds or several smaller
ponds and produce good results. There could be
opportunity, subject to further investigation and
discussion with the University of Queensland,
to partner and produce algae in Far North
Queensland. If an agreement is met there is
an opportunity for training and scholarship
programs or 1 full time employee on site who
could help with training. Education could be
a key part of the food production hub in this
region, additionally the co-location of algae
farming with cattle stations for livestock feed
could be an opportunity.

Key facts about Microalgae:
• Microalgae can convert CO2 directly from the
smoke stock of a gas or coal fired power plant,
it can be used to produce feed, food and fuel on
unfertile or otherwise useless land58.
• Microalgae can be grown Australia wide on
unfertile land.
• Microalgae can be profitable; it can be sold as
food products or can use pigments to make a
natural colouring/ dye which can sell for a lot of
money in the export market.
• Microalgae can be utilised in biofuels,
pharmaceuticals, health supplements and
cosmetics. The various uses for algae will
provide multiple markets for sale and allow for a
flexible crop which has multiple demands.
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Khan, et al, (2018) Accessed from https://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/
PMC5836383/#:~:text=Microalgae%20
can%20be%20a%20rich,and%20
atmospheric%20CO2%20mitigation.
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Wiley (2020). Accessed from https://www.
wiley.com.au/blog/food-fuel-and-feedgreen-goo-and-grand-challenges/
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SchenkLab (2020). Accessed from schenklab.
com/algae-energy-farm/
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QPonics (2020). Accessed from https://
qponics.com/
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ibid
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Condon (2014) Accessed from https://www.
beefcentral.com/production/research-anddevelopment/algae-farm-could-help-boostlivestock-productivity/

Spirulina Algae57
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Crawford (2014).
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5.4
Off-shore aquaculture systems

Food production
typology
Description / use

Off-shore aquaculture system - seaweed production

Seaweed production involves the growing of seaweed on mesh structures floating on the ocean
surface. The mature seaweed is harvested and placed on land based drying racks and then stored for
use. While it is an emerging industry in Australia, there are major production areas of red seaweed
in Indonesia.
Recent studies in Australia are demonstrating a new opportunity to address greenhouse gas
emissions from cattle utilising is a species of red seaweed as a feed supplement. Researchers at
CSIRO and James Cook University have demonstrated that feeding cattle a diet containing one
to two percent red seaweed (Asparagopsis taxiformis, red sea plume or limu kohu) reduced their
methane emissions by over 90 per cent. Red Seaweed is also used as a food ingredient and in
pharmaceuticals.

Scale-able
Minimum area of land
required
Climatic conditions /
preferred location

Yes. Can start with small experimental project. Long term vision to scale up to commercial
production. Asparagopsis taxiformis would be a good starting point for small scale production.
<1 hectare.

Tropical coastal climate is well suited to red seaweed production.
Sheltered waters in close proximity to a coastal community.
Regardless of scale or location, the system will need to be designed for tropical cyclone conditions.

Soil requirements
Energy requirements

Soil is not a limiting factor apart from tailoring anchor system to match seabed
Vessels to service and maintain the seaweed production system.
Solar power energy with no requirement to be connected to the NEM.
Power requirements will be based on the needs of the land based processing facility.
These requirements will be small for an experimental project.

Water requirements
Waste produced

Minor quantities of water required.
Minimal waste is produced.
Ties used to attach seaweed to mesh may become a waste product.
Major waste risk is that cyclone damages the mesh and it is not reusable or lost.

Labour and skill
requirements to operate
and maintain systems
System yield
and scalability
Potential ownership
models
Supply chain
information

2 x FTE to operate and maintain vessel and seaweed production and drying facility.
1 x FTE qualified seaweed researcher to help with training on site.

0.2 hectare of seaweed production area could yield more than 3,000kg of seaweed per year.

Ownership models with explicit links to seaweed research organisation that retain a core skilled
operational team more likely to succeed.
Community owned, social enterprise, private sector ownership, business development opportunities
could all succeed with careful management and retention of skilled operational team.
Drying and processing on site for use as a cattle feedstock supplement.
Providing cattle feedstock supplement to Cape York cattle production systems.
High value products could be exported from the region by land or sea transport to Australian or
international markets.

Other
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Tertiary education could be key part of seaweed production, linked with opportunities for
universities students to work with locals.

Case study: Off-shore aquaculture
Off-shore aquaculture is an emerging type
of farming where mariculture or fish farms
are moved offshore and are in deeper and
less sheltered waters with stronger ocean
currents59. Offshore aquaculture is becoming
increasingly important to meet the anticipated
demand for seafood in the future; however, it
currently represents only a small fraction of
global aquaculture60. Off-shore aquaculture
can be used to culture many different crops
and seafood, including seaweed, scallops,
mussels, oysters, clams and more61.

Seaweed as a crop is becoming increasingly
popular due to its versatility as a crop, nonfood grade farmed seaweed can be turned into
bioplastic packaging, straws and paper, it can
also be used in many different industries62.
Supplementing livestock feed with a small
amount of seaweed is another use for
seaweed, it can help reduce methane output
by 80 per cent for sheep and 60 per cent for
cattle63. Seaweed can also be converted into
fertiliser to enrich soils and increase yields for
nearby farms64. Regenerative ocean farming
which utilise species like oysters or seaweed
can provide environmental benefits and
climate solutions while providing an improved
habitat for local fish species65.

Seaweed Farming56
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Holmyar (2016). Accessed from https://www.seafoodsource.com/features/offshore-aquaculture-becoming-an-economic-reality
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GreennWave (2020). https://www.greenwave.org/ocean-farming-101
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GreenWave (2020). Accessed from https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/future-of-food/food-packaging-plastics-recycle-solutions/
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GreenWave (2020). Accessed from https://www.greenwave.org/ocean-farming-101
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Case study: GreenWave
GreenWave regenerative ocean farming model
can annually produce 22.68 tonnes of kelp
and 250,000 bivalves in a 10 acre area, this is
worth roughly $100,000 USD67. If 0.1 per cent
of the world’s ocean or 100 million acres was
utilised to farm seaweeds and shellfish, it would
generate 50 million jobs68. The polyculture
farming system requires zero inputs to grow
seaweed and shellfish, it helps rebuild reef
ecosystems while sequestering carbon and can
be considered the most sustainable form of
food production69. GreenWave’s farming model
has a low barrier of entry to start your own
offshore aquaculture farm: 20 acres of land, a
boat and $28-70K AUD is everything needed
and should be used as an indication of price and
what it may cost70. GreenWave’s model can be
used to enter the food, animal feed, bioplastic
and fertilizer industry71. A farm can be used to
grow multiple species of shellfish and seaweed.
This both diversifies economic opportunities
and decreased reliance on a single crop yield,
however, also increases the labour and time
required to tend to crops72.

Relevance to Cape, Torres and Gulf region:
Regenerative ocean farms are not cyclone proof
however they are restorative and ecologically
resilient, extreme weather events can damage
your crops or gear however this can be partially
mitigated with measures specific to your site74.
Seaweed as a crop can supplement livestock
feed which may be useful and complementary to
the cattle industry of Cape York and beyond75.
Because seaweed can also be converted into
fertiliser to enrich soils and increase yields for
farms, it could benefit existing or future local
farms within the region or be exported to other
farms as a business opportunity76. The GreenWave
farming system does not require soil or arable land
so the land selection could be simplified, access
and rights to the sea and adjoining land will have
to be investigated further.
Key facts about offshore aquaculture:
• No farming land is required as the farms are
located offshore and reasonably resilient to
weather events. However, some land would be
required to process and package the produce.
• The farming system can have regenerative
effects for the marine life surrounding the
farm and provide environmental benefits.
• Multiple species or singular species can be
grown dependant on space, seasons and
desired workload.
• The crops grown and livestock farmed have
multiple markets where they can be sold into
dependent on supply and demand.
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GreenWave (2020). Accessed from https://www.greenwave.org/faq-1
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GreenWave (2020). Accessed from https://www.greenwave.org/
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5.5
Hydroponic horticulture systems
Food production typology
Description / use

Scale-able

Hydroponic horticulture system – leafy green vegetables
Hydroponic horticulture systems are intensive plant production systems that typically involves
a network of water reticulation equipment that is suspended above the ground. In the tropics,
a hydroponic system must be inside a shade house to moderate temperature and reflected
light. The water reticulation system may be stacked or tiered allowing for light tolerant plants
to be grown on the top layer with more shade tolerant plants on the lower layers. The plants
are grown at high density in artificial growth medium. A hydroponic system supplies nutrients
to the crop roots in solution with the reticulated water. The nutrient solution is still, or it
is recirculated using a pump, and plant roots can be suspended in the solution or contained
within a soilless substrate. All hydroponic systems need to provide plant roots with enough
nutrients, water and oxygen for good growth. A wide variety of leafy green vegetables and
other plants can be produced in stacked hydroponic systems.
Yes. Can start with a small shade house and scale up as required.

Minimum area of land required

10m x 10m = 100m2 = 0.01 hectare.

Climatic conditions / preferred
location

Tropical coastal climate is suited to a range of leafy green vegetables that can be grown
throughout the year.
Reliable fresh water supply for the hydroponic system is essential for year-round food production.
Close proximity to water source to reduce energy and infrastructure costs of water supply.
Avoid high flood risk areas or areas with poor surface water drainage to enable management of
facility throughout monsoon season.

Soil requirements
Energy requirements

Soil is not a limiting factor.
Solar power energy with no requirement to be connected to the NEM.
Pump systems for irrigation water supply.
Power requirements depend on, volume of water, flow rate, distance pumped, pipe diameter,
head and other energy losses in system – rough estimate 2,000 kWh pr year per hectare.

Water requirements

Clean fresh water is required.
Volume depends on scale and crops grown – rough estimate 15ML per hectare per year.

Waste produced

Nutrient solution will need to be disposed of from time to time and a reed bed filtration
system should be established adjacent to the shade house for this purpose.
Packaging of fertiliser products can be washed and reused for other purposes.
Packaging of pesticide products should be washed and disposed of in legally required manner.
Crop residues should be composted on site and used in garden or landscaping.

Labour and skill requirements
to operate and maintain
systems

System yield
and scalability
Potential ownership models

Stacked hydroponic production systems are very labour intensive and may require 50-100 FTE
per hectare to grow and harvest crops.
Hydroponic systems require regular monitoring and adjustment of nutrient status of the
hydroponic solution.
Retention of skilled team is important for success. Regular training courses in hydroponic /
horticulture techniques would be beneficial and encourage continuous improvement in methods.
With a 100m2 (0.01 hectare) hydroponic production system you could produce more than
3000kg of leafy green vegetables per year.
Ownership models that retain a core skilled operational team more likely to succeed.
Community owned, social enterprise, private sector ownership, business development opportunities
could all succeed with careful management and retention of skilled operational team.

Supply chain information

Production and supply of fresh food produce directly to the local community.
Surplus production could be exported as fresh produce from the local community by land or sea
transport to other Cape York communities.

Other

Primary and secondary education curriculum could be linked to hydroponic production.
Including the opportunity to participate in water quality monitoring and intensive food
production systems.
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Case study: Hydroponics
Hydroponics is a technology for growing plants
in nutrient solutions (water and fertilizers) with
or without the use of artificial medium (e.g.,
sand, gravel, vermiculite, rockwool, peat, coir,
sawdust) to provide mechanical support77. Plants
grown hydroponically are of exceedingly high
quality, occupy less space, and consume fewer
resources than traditional growing methods78.
Hydroponic farms can be incredibly dense when
combined with vertical farming79. Hydroponics
is often used in heavily populated urban areas
but can also be used in rural settings, particularly
where the soil type is not suitable for crop
growing80. Hydroponic crops can be grown with
artificial or natural sunlight81. Therefore, if
grown in a controlled environment the conditions
can be optimised to the crop, they are most
commonly built indoors or in greenhouses82.
Hydroponic farm sizes differ depending on their
set up, density and purpose83.
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Modular Farms Co
Modular Farms Co is an Australian based
company which offers a complete indoor vertical
farming system which can be used in any
climate or location85. The Modular Farm System
focusses on Return on Investment (ROI) and
plant health86. The modules are container farms,
which makes them easily scalable and provides
a level of interconnectedness and flexibility
when establishing or growing a farm87. There
are currently six different modules which can
be combined to create a customised farming
system88. The Farming Modules utilise Zip-Grow
Towers which can be adjusted to accommodate
small or large plant types89. The Zip-Grow
Towers are a product provided by ZipFarm which
states it can produce roughly 244kgs of lettuce
and 244kgs of basil every 3 week period in a
space as small as 46.45 square meters90. Herbs
and greens are the most appropriate crops for
indoor farming, and they are also some of the
most profitable plants to grow hydroponically91.
These Modular Farms can grow 44,000 lettuce
heads a year in a 36 square meter space, this
allows them to be utilised in any climate or
location while producing great yields92.

Internal of modular farm93

Relevance to Cape, Torres and Gulf region:
The Modular Farming System is designed to
support farmers in the both urban context and
farmers from remote, isolated communities94.
Rural areas which do not have any nearby
production areas are perfect opportunities for
hydroponic farming systems95. Transportation
of produce makes importing fresh food more
expensive and involves risk of damage of produce
during transportation, and reduced shelf life
and consumer satisfaction. If food can be grown
locally there is potential for access to cheaper
and fresher produce, providing a competitive
advantage96. Hydroponic farming systems are a
great option for the Cape and Torres Gulf Region
as they can address local needs for fresh food
whilst being resilient to the natural hazards in
the region and overcome issues with unsuitable
soils. Crops can be targeted to meet the market
and provide the communities with produce that is
popular in the region.
Key facts about Hydroponics:
• The barriers are not the economics so much as
access to the market. The advantage of growing
locally with assist with this.
• Hydroponic systems can be stacked on top of each
other, the possibility of vertical farming allows for
higher density farming and improved yields.
• Hydroponic systems can be located anywhere as they
can be in controlled or semi-controlled environments.
• Soil is not needed therefore soil quality is not a
necessary requirement for site selection.
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Kumar and Cho (2014). Accessed
from https://www.researchgate.net/
publication/262456741_Reuse_of_
hydroponic_waste_solution
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6.

Section
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6.1
Search area

As outlined in Section 3.1, potential sites for food
production in the region were selected through an
iterative multi-step sieve approach. This process
established a search area which is shown on Figure
16. The considerations and findings of each step of
the sieve process is described below.

Land tenure
As described in Section 4.1 land tenure and
native title can present a complex framework to
progressing development on land within the region.
Therefore, as a first step, this study sought to
eliminate land form further consideration where
tenure is likely to inhibit or prolong the development
of land for food production purposes, e.g. through
lengthy negotiation processes.
Tenure considered suitable for food production
purposes included Freehold (including freehold land
under the Aboriginal Land Act 1991 and Torres Strait
Islander Land Act 1991) and DOGIT. This land is shown
on Figure 14.
It is noted that whilst it has been assumed that such
land is more suitable for food production purposes,
the use of any land in the region is subject to further
consideration of native title, lease arrangements,
and existing ownership and lease arrangements.
Any development opportunity associated with food
production would need to be discussed with the
relevant land-owners or PDC prior to progressing.
Conversely, other land outside of the above
listed tenure categories may be suitable for food
production through negotiations.
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Environmental and heritage constraints
A range of environmental and cultural values
protected by legislation exist across the region.
Whilst some are highly protected, and considered a
high constraint and avoided, others are less sensitive
and impacts can potentially be avoided or managed
through careful planning and design. To avoid areas
of high environmental value, protected by legislation,
land areas containing high constraint features were
excluded from the search area. For the purposes of
this study high constraint features included:
• Protected areas (e.g. national parks)
• Areas containing maters of state environmental
significance (MSES)
• Areas containing maters of national environmental
significance (MNES)
• Queensland or National heritage places
• Areas within the QLD flora trigger area
• Some wetland protection areas, including Great
Barrier Reef marine park zones and MSES overlays
The remaining areas are shown in Figure 15.

Off-shore areas
To enable the identification of sites potentially
suitable for off-shore aquaculture, waters within
5km of the land, but excluding areas within the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park subject to protection, were
included into the search area.

Proximity to towns
The viability of establishing and operating a food
production facility in areas a significant distance
away from towns would be limited – with regards to
access to infrastructure and workforce (as discussed
in Section 4.8). As a result, UCLs in the region with
200 people or more were mapped and a 5km, 10km
and 20km radius around each was identified. These
areas are shown on Figure 16, and were the focus of
further investigation.

Figure 14: LAND TENURE SIEVE RESULTS

Figure 15: ENVIRONMENT AND HERITAGE
CONSTRAINTS SIEVE RESULTS97
97

It is noted that Torres Strait Island Regional Council is no longer part of
the TCICA and land within this local government area has been excluded
from further consideration.

Figure 16: SEARCH AREA
Potential sites for food production
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6.2
Potential sites

6.3
Priority sites

Potential sites within the search area were identified
by reviewing publicly available map datasets of
land use zoning, transport infrastructure, water
infrastructure, and natural hazards. Areas zoned
for residential or community purposes or mapped
as being prone to natural hazards (e.g. storm tide
inundation, high bushfire risk) were avoided, while
mapping of existing infrastructure (e.g. road, ports)
highlighted areas of opportunity.

Discussions with councils and other stakeholders
identified a number of opportunities across the
region. However, three priority sites were identified
with consideration to existing infrastructure in
place, access to labour force, community and council
readiness, current limitations to access of fresh food,
and viability of a locally appropriate food production
typology. These priority sites were considered
suitable for the development of a pilot project. These
are shown on Figure 17.

The potential sites in context to their nearest town
are documented in Appendix B. The potential sites
were used as a basis for discussing and verifying
opportunities with councils and other stakeholders.
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Figure 17: FOOD PRODUCTION OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE CAPE, TORRES, AND GULF REGION

LEGEND
Key airports
Key port / ferry barge
Key roads
Priority sites
Longer term opportunities
Fresh fruit and vegetables
Aquaculture
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6.3.1

Site 1: Hope Vale

HOPE VALE

Land at Hope Vale (part of lot 999 on SP242970 –
refer to Figure 18) presents a clear and immediate
opportunity for food production. The site was
previously used to grow bananas, however the
plantation was destroyed by tropical cyclones Ita in
2014 and Nathan in 2015. The potential for this site
was identified through the site analysis process and
was confirmed through discussions with Council.
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The site been identified as a priority site for food
production for the following strengths:
• Land tenure: the land is freehold land and owned
by Council.
• Zoning: the Hope Vale Planning Scheme identifies
the site in the rural zone, which is supportive of
agricultural land uses.
• Natural hazards: while the broader area is known
to have experienced cyclones, the site is free from
other mapped natural hazards such as storm tide
inundation, erosion, flooding, or bushfire. Careful
site planning and design of growing systems can
seek to mitigate effects of cyclone.
• Physical access: the site is located less than 2 km
from the Hope Vale town and is accessible through
sealed roads, which have been upgraded suitable
for truck access. This means that the site is easily
accessible by the local workforce, and there is
appropriate existing road to enable the movement
of goods and machinery in and out of the site.
• Transportation: As the site is located near
Lakeland, an agricultural region, there is
opportunity for utilising existing freight routes
and services.

• Biosecurity: the site is not located in the Far
North Queensland Biosecurity Zones, and is
located south of the Coen biosecurity inspection
point. This means that that there would be less
biosecurity management procedures associated
with movement of produce from the site to the
south and the north.
• Infrastructure: As the site was previously
used for banana farming, there is an existing
irrigation system on site. Additionally, the site
already contains packing sheds, and care taker
accommodation.
• Local workforce: The Hope Vale community has
been referred to as having a strong labour force
with good work ethic and experience and interest
in agricultural activities. Discussions with Council
indicated a willing, suitable, and ready workforce
of approximately 50 people, linked to the former
banana farm. Other stakeholders have also
referenced the strong-work ethic of the Hope Vale
community.
• Community support: The community were
supportive of the former banana farm and saw
the social and economic benefits it brought (refer
to section 4.2). The re-activation of the site for
similar purposes is expected to be supported by
the community.

The site contains good quality soil, evident through
the quality of banana crops grown in the past. As
such, soil-based horticulture is proposed on site.
Council expressed interest in a variety of crops
including cocoa, vanilla, potato and sweet potato,
and legumes. A variety of crops would allow for
crop rotation, ensuring produce at various times of
the year and resilience against potential pests or
cyclones. Crop variety can also provide variety to
local consumers and can incorporate quicker growing
plants to allow for earlier harvesting of plants
while other plants are establishing. A crop rotation
involving peanuts (food and soil benefits), corn
(food), sunflowers (chicken feed and soil benefits),
and sweet potato (food and soil benefits) would
be a practical starting point. Over time the variety
of crops could expand and even include plantation
crops such as pawpaw, pineapples and bananas
(noting that plantation crops typically utilise a bed
for three to five years). As cocoa and vanilla are high
value commodities, which have been grown in the
region with success, they have been identified as key
priorities for the site. Cocoa and vanilla also present
value-adding opportunities, which can provide for
jobs beyond farming (i.e. food manufacturing).
To protect against the effects of cyclones, trellising
and reinforcement of fruit trees and design of
trellises for creeping plants (e.g. vanilla) that can
be laid down against the ground in times of strong
winds are recommended. Planting of breadfruit
trees - large, strong tropical trees – to act as
windbreaker and provide protection against cyclonic
weather is also recommended. Bread fruit can be
used in a variety of ways and also present value add
opportunities (e.g. bread fruit flour).
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Figure 18: HOPE VALE PRIORITY SITE
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Broken Nose Vanilla98
Broken Nose Vanilla is a vanilla
farm and shop in Miriwinni,
approximately 560km south
of Cairns. Located in a
cyclone prone area, the
vanilla plantation has been
designed to allow for quick
responses to protect crops
from cyclones.
The vanilla plants are grown
in a greenhouse made of shade
cloth to protect from harsh sun.
The vines are supported by simple streel frame
structures that can be quickly and easily released
and laid down in anticipation of a cyclone. By being
close to the ground (below 1 metre), the plants are
less exposed to the cyclone and have better chance
of survival. The ability to raise the vines back off
the ground shortly after the cyclone has passed is
important to avoid soil rot.

98

Generally, vanilla plants take about three years
to flower, however the Broken Nose Farm has
seen plants flowering within 2 years or less by
implementing new planting techniques propagating
longer more mature vines in mulch mix.
The pollination of flowers are a labour-intensive
activity, requiring the pollination of each individual
flower, which produces one vanilla pod each.
Broken Nose Vanilla have identified the optimum
harvest time and careful processing and drying
method resulting in a high-quality, flavourful
product. An assessment done by CSIRO found that
the vanilla beans have four times the vanillin than
Madagascar beans.
In addition to dried vanilla beans, vanilla paste and
ground vanilla, Broken Nose Vanilla produce a range
of vanilla based products including tea, coffee,
chocolate, honey balsamic vinegar. These are sold at
their farm, online and through more than 30 stores
(both general and specialty) across Queensland, from
Far North and across Brisbane suburbs.

Broken Nose Vanilla (n.d). Broken Nose Vanilla: Shop.
Accessed on 9 March 2020 from https://www.brokennosevanilla.com.au/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_9TVEilFC5Q

Mayi Market – potential partner
Cape York Partnership (CYP) has recently established
the ‘Mayi Market’ non-profit enterprise which
provides fresh food deliveries to remote Cape York
communities on a subscription model.

The scheme has been running successfully for
approximately seven months, and currently
services the communities of Coen, Hope Vale,
Wujal Wujal and Mossman Gorge. They provide
pantry boxes of dry products (e.g. long-life pantry
items such as sugar, baked beans, UHT milk), fruit
and vegetable boxes, meat boxes, and FareShare
Frozen Melas (pre-cooked frozen meals provided
by the non-profit organisation FareShare).
The Mayi Market seeks to provide communities
to access to affordable, nutritious food whilst
working with local producers and supplies to keep
costs low, and to support Indigenous employment
through their supply chain.

https://mayimarket.com.au/
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6.3.2 Site 2: Napranum

NAPRANUM

The site of the former community garden in
Napranum is identified as one of the key priority
sites. The site is already subject to plans for reestablishment of the community garden, with a
focus on a hydroponic setup. Funding of $100,000
has been obtained by Council to establish the
site and advice is currently being obtained by
My Pathways. My Pathways are running trials in
Gungarde farm in Cooktown and have visited a Food
Ladder hydroponics setup in Katherine. Knowledge
from these projects can be applied to implement a
similar system in Napranum.
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The site has good access to road, and contained
existing infrastructure such as a water tank, a shed,
a house and reticulated water. Power at the site
is available through diesel generator provided via
Ergon and Rio Tinto.
Discussions with Council and My Pathways indicate
there are local people with interest in working on the
farm. My Pathways is based in the community and
there is opportunity to align with their programs.
Given the proximity to Weipa, there is opportunity
to supply food to Weipa residents and travellers.
Discussions with Weipa Town Authority indicated
there is a need for fresh, leafy greens, and that
previously, when the Napranum community farm
was operational, Weipa residents would travel to
Napranum to source local produce. Advice also
indicated that travellers through the Cape restock
food supplies at Weipa supermarket which can have
short-term impacts on local supply.
As such, there is opportunity to scale the hydroponic
setup to operate beyond a community farm scale to
produce food beyond the needs of the Napranum
community and function as a food hub for the
Western Cape, servicing nearby communities of

Weipa and Mapoon. The site could be developed
to include vertical stacked hydroponic systems to
allow for further productivity and to accommodate
other complementary agricultural activities on the
site. This may include soil-based horticulture which
could use the wastewater from the hydroponic
system. This would also allow for the inclusion of
a variety of crops, including fruit trees on cyclone
resistant trellis, field crop rotations such as peanuts,
corn and sweet potatoes and plantation crops such
as pineapples, pawpaw and bananas to increase
diversity of local food production.
During the preparation of this report, Napranum
Council was preparing an application for microgrid
for solar. There is opportunity to establish a solar
microgrid at the community farm to meet the energy
requirements for the hydronic system in a more
sustainable and cost-effective manner.

Weipa is located nearby and there is opportunity to
involve the college. This would allow work experience
opportunities for secondary school students which
would allow for the involvement of students beyond
Napranum (e.g. Weipa and surrounds).
Access and partnership with the Western Cape
College present a range of opportunities beyond
horticulture projects and work experience. A range of
school-based projects and work experience programs
could be created based on the farm, including
accounting, business administration, building and
construction, and machinery. These aspects are
important to ensuring the long-term success of the
farm. They provide for diversity in training and longterm employment opportunities for the community
beyond the farming activities previously associated
with the community garden and beyond miningrelated activities of the Western Cape.

There is also an opportunity to involve kindergarten
and primary school students in the operations of
the farm, embedding gardening, farming, and food
growing and preparation studies into education.
This would also strengthen community support
and involvement. Whilst Napranum does not have
a secondary school, the Western Cape College at
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Figure 19: NAPRANUM PRIORITY SITE
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Case study: Food ladder, NT
Food Ladder is a social business in Katherine,
Northern Territory. Established with support
from the Federal Government’s Community
Development Program, it uses hydroponic
greenhouses to grow fruit and vegetables. Its
supplies fruit and vegetables to local businesses,
provides jobs and training in horticulture, and
assists schools in setting up gardens. Improved
health as a result of access to healthier and fresher
food has been observed by health workers99.

99

The Food Ladder was established through the
Australian Government’s Community Development
Grants (CDG) Programme to support infrastructure
needed to promote stable, secure, and viable local
and regional economies.

National Indigenous Australians Agency (2019). Food ladder: the whole package.
Accessed from: https://www.indigenous.gov.au/news-and-media/stories/food-ladder-%E2%80%93-whole-package
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6.3.3 Site 3: Weipa

Discussions with Weipa Town Authority revealed an
interest in food production at a site west of Weipa
Town (refer to Figure 20). The site was not identified
through the site identification process as it is
currently under mining lease under Rio Tinto.
However, Council believe negations with Rio Tinto
could result in the site being available for food
production through a hydroponic system, with
interest in growing leafy greens which there is a
demand for.
As identified for Napranum, the establishment
and operation of a food production hub at Weipa
could involve educational establishments from
kindergarten to the Western Cape College.
Food production would provide opportunity for
diversifying the economy, which is currently based
around mining.
As Weipa is one of the key towns in the Cape,
with nearby communities such as Mapoon and

WEIPA

Napranum, there is opportunity to function as
a hub servicing these communities. Given the
existing port infrastructure and weekly service by
SeaSwift there is opportunity to distribute produce
to communities along the SeaSwift route, including
Aurukun and Mornington Island, and opportunity. It
is also understood that travellers through the Cape
stop at Weipa to restock food supplies, presenting
an opportunity to be a destination for locally grown
fresh fruit and vegetables along the tourism route.
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Figure 20: POTENTIAL SITE AT WEIPA
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6.4
Additional longer term opportunities

6.4.1 Thrsday Island
In the early 2000’s, a small-scale hydroponic farm
was established on Horn Island. It supplied the
community with fresh, green vegetables through
the IBIS supermarket and by visiting various
businesses and government agencies on Thursday
Island providing direct and convenient service to
employees and visitors. However, the business and
farm ceased operating for a number of reasons
including, financial viability and success (given it
received no government support), the operators were
not permanent residents, and the farm was setup on
leased land. With government support and greater
awareness in the community of the benefits of
eating healthier food and buying local produce, the
establishment of a similar operation could be more
successful. There is strong interest in the community
to reduce reliance on food from Cairns, Brisbane and
beyond; increase self-sufficiency and resilience, and
improve sustainability and mitigate the impacts of
climate change.
The previous operation instigated interest in a
community garden. Established in 2016, the Frog
Gully Community Garden Project is a successful
community garden on Thursday Island, often cited
by other councils in the region as a good example. It
created more than 70 council jobs, was built using
recycled construction materials, and uses scraps
from local businesses.
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It is generally used by locals, including a local café,
to grow their own fruit and vegetables. The land is
owned by Torres Shire Council, who also provide
water on site and mow the grass, however Council
involvement is limited, and it is generally run by
individuals from the community.
Discussion with Torres Shire Council indicates there is
opportunity to up-scale the project from a community
garden where currently individuals garden and
swap produce, to a more coordinated, collaborative
approach. The current community garden occupies
only a portion of the council owned land parcel,
and given the limited land on the island suitable for
agriculture, efficient utilisation of the remaining
part of the parcel is needed. This could include a
vertical hydroponic form, to allow for more intensive
production. Similar to the previous operation, there
is opportunity to supply fresh vegetables to the IBIS
stores, local cafes, restaurants, businesses in the
Torres Strait and directly to the community.
An agricultural specialist would be needed to
establish the farm and train local workers for a
period beyond 2 years would be needed to get
the project up and running. Broader community
involvement would improve scope for success and
could include partnerships with schools, TAFE,
and health care services to provide students with
opportunities for learning (e.g. agriculture, finance,
marketing, cooking), and supplying produce to tuck
shops and canteens.

Given the number of Torres Strait Islanders living in
the nearby Northern Peninsula Area, if production
allows, there may be opportunity to supply produce
to the NPA particularly to communities who may
have an interest in supporting a business and buying
produce ‘from home’.
It is understood that there is already activity around
the trade of sea cucumber and lobster from the
Torres Strait. There is opportunity to strengthen
seafood production, including potential on-shore
and off-shore aquaculture.
Given the proximity to Papua New Guinea, where
production and supply allows, there may be
opportunity to also supply food to Papua New Guinea.

6.4.2 Mornington Island
Mornington Shire Council has expressed a keen
interest in food production, in particular the
opportunity to recommence operations on its former
market garden. Located in the Gulf, this is one of the
more remote communities, which is reliant on food
brought in by barge. Freight costs associated with
supplying the supermarket and butcher with food is
reported to be in the order of $1.3 million per year.
This means that cost of food is high, in a community
with limited income. Additionally, without the barge
services, there would be no access to fresh food
aside from fishing, highlighting the vulnerability of
the community.
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The market garden site is on approximately 10 acres
of land, with black soil, and with access to freshwater river and weir systems. Council identified
potatoes, pumpkin, carrots, beans, garlic and chives
as potential crops. Past operations of the community
garden were supported by the local store, with the
store taking over the community garden, employing
staff at the market garden, and selling local produce
at the store at a cheaper rate. However, due to
financial reasons, operations at the market garden
ceased, and equipment has deteriorated.
The council also expressed interest in bush tucker
and bush medicine production, citing existing adhoc and informal harvesting, processing, and selling
on the island. Based on a discussion with council
representatives, these include sandalwood oil, chest
rubs, ringworm ointments, and vines to treat sores.
Funding and support to provide for an appropriate
vehicle and equipment required to harvest and
prepare bush food and medicines would assist in
establishing an Indigenous led, community-based
enterprise. Through capacity building, training,
and business mentorship and support, this could
lead to the development of a niche, Indigenous
product which could be exported beyond Australia.
A growing interest in natural, plant-based, and
Australian made products.
Both the abovementioned opportunities would
also be regarded as a community building projects,
addressing employment, health and community
resilience more broadly. Investment that leads to
improved health and employment outcomes, would
reduce government costs associated with health and
welfare payments.

LGAQ (2017). Community garden in Torres Shire goes operational. Accessed from
https://qcrc.lgaq.asn.au/web/guest/updates/-/asset_publisher/2wQ56Gh3C4th/
content/community-garden-in-torres-shire-goes-operational/pop_up?_101_
INSTANCE_2wQ56Gh3C4th_viewMode=print
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6.4.3 Extensive prawn farming

6.4.4 Cooktown

CSIRO are carrying out a study on extensive prawn
farming on the Western Cape. Whilst potential
locations have not been identified, considerable effort
has been made in identifying appropriate prawn
farming systems. The systems require large areas of
land, however, capital investments are considerably
lower that intensive prawn farming systems.

A vast number of rural lots to the west of Cooktown
exist with desirable soil and suitable land use
zoning designations. With existing significant food
production at Mareeba and Lakeland located nearby,
there is opportunity to expand the agricultural sector
in the region and capitalise on existing infrastructure
in the area and existing freight and logistics systems.
However, given the existing agricultural activities
in the area and accessibility to food (in comparison
to other parts of the region), establishing new food
production activities in Cooktown was not identified
as a priority, but a long term opportunity.

Discussions with CSIRO indicate community
engagement will be carried out with the
communities on the western cape to share the
findings of the study and potential implementation
on the western cape area. Where communities
are interested in extensive prawn farming, there is
opportunity to partner with CSIRO, benefitting from
their research, technical expertise, and community
engagement efforts.
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Potential funding and partnerships
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Section

7.

7.1
Funding sources

There are many opportunities for financial
assistance to support food production activities
in the region. This includes funding for building
or upgrading infrastructure, training and skills
development, purchasing equipment, starting
a business etc. Opportunities for funding vary
over time, but can generally be found through
local councils, philanthropic funding bodies and
government agencies.
The establishment of farms and market gardens
in the region have generally been funded by
government programs and grants, and employment
at the farms have been funded through Community
Development Employment Projects (CDEP) program.
The Hope Vale Banana Farm was a project initiated
by the Hope Vale Aboriginal Shire Council and
Dole Australia Pty Ltd with support from both the
Australian and Queensland Governments. It received
government support to help increase employment
opportunities, recognised as an important part of
Closing the Gap100.
The Australian Government provides farm
businesses concessional loans through its Regional
Investment Corporation (RIC). Available funding
avenue under the RIC is the AgriStarter Loan and
Farm Investment Loan application which opened in
January 2021.
The Queensland Government provides businesses
with financial assistance for starting and running
agricultural businesses. These include loans, one-off
grants, and partnerships. The Queensland Rural and
Industry Development Authority administers farm
business assistance programs, productivity loans and
grants to help establish agricultural enterprises.

The Department of Innovation, Tourism Industry
Development has prepared and is delivering the
Deadly Innovation Strategy to create pathways for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander businesses
and innovators to turn their ideas into reality, in
turn creating wealth and jobs. The strategy involves
connecting Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
business leaders and innovators with experts and
opportunities to generate new ideas and delivery of
grant funding101.
The Indigenous Land / Sea Corporation’s
Agribusiness Investment Program may provide
a suitable funding avenue to progress the case
studies identified in the report, particularly from
the context of establishing individual / institutional
capability and capacity, agribusiness viability /
socio-economics, and sustainability and linkages to
community health.
The Department of Education funds agriculture
education through its Agriculture Education
payment, which is paid to secondary schools with
an official agriculture department to assist with
costs to run the agriculture curriculum including
development of facilities. The finding is ongoing, and
once a school is approved, funds are automatically
paid each semester.
As indicated above, there are numerous grant
programs available through various avenues,
with various application and eligibility criteria. An
example of grants is provided in Appendix C.

100

https://www.indigenous.gov.au/hope-vale-goes-bananas

101

https://advance.qld.gov.au/sites/default/files/Deadly%20Innovation%20Strategy.pdf
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7.2
Potential partners

In addition to the opportunity discussed in context
of the sites identified in this report, potential
partnerships that apply to each of the opportunities
include:
• SeaSwift – to utilise the SeaSwift’s Market
Connect Program which provides microenterprises with support via logistics advice and
discounted freight costs
• Schools – to understand opportunities to link with
learning syllabus, work experience, and supply of
fresh food to tuckshops
• HWQld – to link with healthy foods initiative,
including cooking programs and healthy tuck shop
programs
• CEQ Stores – to establish opportunities to supply
product to the local stores and establishing the
quantity and quality standards required to supply
fresh food to the stores
• MyPathways – to link with employment programs

Next Steps for priority sites
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Summary and next steps
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8.

Section
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8.1
Summary

By leveraging existing agriculture enterprises,
collaborative partnerships, paradigm shifts in
agriculture technology, and new infrastructure
investment, the Cape, Torres, and Gulf Region is
ready to for larger scale fresh food production
across the region. Greater food production in
the region will provide greater access to fresher
produce and reduce the cost of food, influencing
health outcomes, and providing the opportunity
for more employment pathways, including
training and upskilling. Additional benefits can
be realised by clustering mutually beneficial and
enabling opportunities and through the creation of
ecosystems of symbiotic opportunities for social
and economic development.
Five food production typologies and potential
crop types have been identified as suitable to take
forward in the region:
•

Native forest production systems

•

Soil based horticulture systems

•

On-shore aquaculture systems

•

Offshore aquaculture systems

•

Hydroponic systems

Three potential pilot food production projects have
been identified:
•

Hope Vale – soil-based horticulture, rotating
crops such as peanuts, corn, sweet potato,
pineapples and high value crops such as vanilla
and cocoa

•

Napranum – hydroponic system with a focus on
producing leafy greens

•

Weipa - hydroponic system, with a focus on
leafy greens.
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Additional, longer-term opportunities have been
identified for Thursday Island, Mornington Island,
the wider Western Cape and Cooktown
Implementing food production systems at small
scale is recommended initially to generate first hand
practical experience that will provide local insights
and lessons to enable larger scale food production
systems to prosper in the future. As experience and
production grows further, high value products may
be produced in quantities that can be exported from
the region to Australian and international markets.
Long term success of all the food production
systems relies on the availability of a core group of
skilled operators within the local community. Regular
training activities are important to encourage
sharing of knowledge and continuous improvement
of the local operators of the food production
systems. Collaboration with research organisations
provide opportunity to combine high-level technical
knowledge with local insights to identify specific
opportunities for medium and large scale production
in the local context with regard to climate
environment, native title and management of land
and sea country.
Regional growth and economic development can
be realised by clustering mutually beneficial and
enabling opportunities. Community benefit can
be maximised through an ecosystem of symbiotic
opportunities for employment and economic
development as well as support ongoing investment
in essential services (power, water, communications)
in the region. A regional approach enables strategic
management of environmental, economic and social
impacts to be considered holistically within the
planning.

8.2
Next steps for priority sites

The following further investigations are
recommended to progress the priorities identified in
this report:
• Investigate land ownership and potential suitable
tenure arrangements (e.g. lease)
• Carry out site visits with specialists (e.g.
agronomist, hydrologist, ecologists, etc) to verify
site conditions
• Investigate additional infrastructure required to
support the food production activities
• Investigate commercial feasibility
• Determine environmental and planning approval
and permit requirements.

Summary and Next Steps
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Appendix

a.

Appendix A –
Stakeholder engagement register

A1. Stakeholder engagement list

Stakeholders consulted with as part of this study
include:d
1. Cape York Land Council
› Shannon Burns - Policy Office
2. Cape York Natural Resource Management
› Michael Goddard - Sustainable Industries and
Water Quality Manager
3.

Community Enterprise QLD
› Ian Copeland - CEO

4. CSIRO
› Simon Irwin - Senior Experimental Scientist,
Team Leader of Aquaculture Biology
› Greg Coman - Aquaculture Biologist, Senior
Research Scientist
› Tansyn Noble - Aquatic Veterinary Pathologist
5. Department of Agriculture and Fisheries
› Peter Holden - Senior Development Officer,
Strategic Projects and Planning , Rural Economic
Development
› Gareth Jones - Manager Regional Agribusiness
Development
› Tim McGrath - Principal Economic Development
Officer
6. Department of Natural Resources, Mines and
Energy
› Kylie Eddie - Senior Project Officer
7.

Department of State Development,
Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning
› Brett Nancarrow - Principal Planning Officer,
SARA Far North QLD
› Sue Lockwood - Senior Planning Officer

8. Department of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Partnerships
› Joanne Bryant - Manager, Indigenous Land Use
Agreements
› Sue Lockwood (On Secondment) - Program
Manager, Town Planning
› Marjorie Weber – Manager of Strategic Policy &
Legislation, Community Food Security Expert
9. Kindred Spirits Enterprise
› Lizzie Webb – CEO
› Jacqui Bell – Strategy and Partnerships Lead

In addition representatives from the following
Councils were interviewed regarding local sites
and considerations (refer to Appendix B)
› Aurukun Shire Council
› Weipa Town Authority
› Napranum Shire Council
› Wujal Wujal Aboriginal Shire Council
› Cook Shire Council
› Mornington Shire Council

10. Queensland Health and Wellbeing
› Simone Nalatu - Advanced Health Promotion
Officer
› Heather Perina - Senior Health Promotion
Officer
11. Sea Swift
› Lino Bruno – CEO
› Peter Domenighini - GM for Operations in QLD

› Hope Vale Aboriginal Council
› Kowanyama Aboriginal Shire Council
› Pormpuraaw Aboriginal Shire Council
› Lockhart River Aboriginal Shire Council
› Mapoon Aboriginal Shire Council
› Torres Shire Council

12. My Pathways
› Les Dillon – Project Manager
› Mark England – Growth & Partnership Manager
13. Kukunathi Services
› Charles Budby - Business Development & CAB
Coordinator
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Appendix B –
Example Grants

B1. Example grants
Grant

Description

Who’s eligible

Australian Government
Building Better Regions
Fund https://business.gov.
au/grants-and-programs/
building-better-regionsfund-infrastructureprojects-stream

Supports the Australian Government’s
commitment to drive economic growth and
build stronger regional communities into the
future.

Funding is available to an incorporated
not-for-profit, local government
agency or body or non-distributing cooperative.

The infrastructure projects stream support
projects that provide economic and social
benefits to regional and remote areas. The
projects can be either construction of new
infrastructure or the upgrade or extension of
existing infrastructure.

Projects must be investment ready and
grant funding will be up to wither 50%
or 75% of eligible project costs.

Queensland Government
Building our Regions
(Department of
State Development,
Infrastructure, Local
Government and
Planning) https://www.
statedevelopment.qld.
gov.au/regions/economicdevelopment/building-ourregions

Supports local government infrastructure
projects in regional communities that
create flow-on economic development
opportunities and jobs.

Each regional local government is
eligible for funding under one of three
funds managed by the Department of
State Development, Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning.

Queensland Government
Jobs and Regional Growth
Fund (Queensland
Treasury) https://www.
statedevelopment.qld.
gov.au/industry/industrysupport/jobs-and-regionalgrowth-fund

Facilitates private sector projects which
create employment and economic growth
opportunities in regional Queensland by
focussing on regions with higher than
average unemployment. The fund:
• Supports regional growth and job creation,
by leveraging additional investment in the
region
• Assists businesses to grow and expand in
Queensland
• Targets businesses and sectors such
as agriculture, resources, tourism,
manufacturing and construction

Applications will be assessed under
an appropriate set of criteria. This will
include how the proposal will be able to
generate:
• Regional benefits
• Ongoing employment benefits
• Sustainable economic development
• Additional investment from other
sources, such as the private sector,
Commonwealth and / or local
government
• Any broader benefits
• Value for money

Queensland Government
Deadly Deals (Department
of Innovation, Tourism,
Industry Development)
https://advance.qld.gov.au/
entrepreneurs-and-startupssmall-business/deadly-deals

Provides grants to support indigenous
businesses and innovators to undertake the
next step in the development of a product,
process or service to market. Deadly Deals
aims to:
• Support growth in priority industry areas
in Queensland
• Help diversity the Queensland economy
• Engage and/or benefit regional
Queensland
• Create new jobs or career pathways for
Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander
people

Only available to indigenous businesses.
An indigenous business is one that
is at least 50% or more owned by an
Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander
person.

Projects granted funding under Building
our Regions range from water, waste and
sewerage to tourism projects and airport
upgrades to flood mitigation projects
that unlock real economic development
opportunities.
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